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Mrs. Henry G. Hills of East
She is well and very favor-

Belfast where she is a
lin Cochran Chapter, D. A.
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■!
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duet-

.irs

'Mr:;.
'-

and then went to Dean

Franklin, Mass.,

where

She has since been secretary
arenee Pettingill of Boston and

August 1st. The groom pret
cUege at Phillips-Exeter and
raduatcd from the University of
f
"1 b\

several years he was emhe Government in its forestry

or

the West.
at hast
Boston,
»t

He is now stawhere he is em-

v

>he United States Shipping
If has made many friends in
heinity, who extend congratulat'd: young people.
The bride is

Mjcsi of her mother and later will be

George Hop-

%
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bevens with the drafted men.
ls t,le
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
now

!
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Boston. She will remain
durm® her husband’s absence,
highly respected young people
rpceiving the congratulations of
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FAMILY REUNION.

family

The annual convention of the Sunday
School Association will be held with the

Slack in East Belfast Monday, Sept. 2nd
with a large attendance. A picnic dinner

Trinity Reformed church in East Belfast
tomorrow, Sept. 13th. The following
program has been arranged for the day:

served at tables decorated with pink
sweet, peas and a most substantial and apwell
menu was served, although

was

within

the

10.00.

War

laws of

int in years and the day

was

ideal.

--

AUGUSTA CLARA MATHER.

S. S. Asso-

ciation.

The 25th annual reunion of the Herrick
took place at the home of Roscoe

petizing

County

j

1.30.

Devotions,

Rev. C. W. Martin

Greetings from Pastor,
Rev. Wm. Vaughan
Dr. E. H. Boyington
Response,
Address, “WhatShall We Teach?”
Rev. Nathan Hunt

“Memory Bridges,”
Miss Frances Walkly
Workers Conference,
Wesley J. Weir
Report of Co. Secretary and Treasurer, Appointment of Committees, Credentials, Nominations
and Resolutions.
DINNER HOUR.

Picnic lunch with tea and coffee
furnished by t' e local society.
Prayer and Praise Service,

Dr. T. N. Pearson
Mrs. H. Hulley

|

1.45.
Augusta Clara, wife of Albert I. Mather,
Address,
“Teacher Training,"
lied at her home in Rockland Sept. 6th,
j
Rev. N. F. Atwood
iged 78 years, 9 months and 6 days. Her j
Address, Rev. John E. Churchill
leath was caused by bronchial pneu- j 3.00. Echoes from the International
She was born in Belfast, the
nonia.
Convention, buffalo, N. Y.
laughter of the late Henry W. and Sally
4.00. Business.
R. (Holmes) Cunningham. She had lived
Our General Secretary, Wesley J. Weir
The remains |
n Rockland for 57 years.
is to leave next month for "over there”
an
were brought to Belfast and interred
in the Y. M. C. A. work. While it grieves
3rove Cemetery Tuesday morning.
us to lose his efficient
services, for a time,
our prayers will go with him in this
SECRET SOCIETIES.
greater service for “our boys.”
TemPalestine Commandery, Knights
Get ready to buy a Liberty Bond, also
plar, held a stated conclave at their asyto subscribe for The Journal
lum Wednesday evening, Sept. 11th.
I

CHURCHES.

Trinity Reformed church will hold

ser-

held next Sunday at

the Congregational church at 10.45 a. m.
Rev. Wm. Vaughan will supply the pul-

O’Mahony,

church, Rev. T.

pastor,

street.

Court

annual summer vacation, with preaching
by the pastor, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson.

Sunday school will be held at 12

m.

Services will be held Sunday morning
at the Baptist Church at 10.45. Rev. S. E.
Frohock of Camden will supply the pul-

pit. Sunday school at
Endeavor at 6.30 p. m.

noon.

Christian

Army,

j

The Waldo County Veterans’ Association held their September meeting at the
church at Head of the Tide, Belfast,

O. Poor, left Thursday for Baltimore, September 5th. The day looked a little
stormy in the early morning yet 54 vetMd., where she has a fine position.
with their friends gathered fora
Mrs. D. F. Stephenson and little daugh- erans
The forenoon meeting was
outing.
day’s
for
Philadelphia,
ter Eleanor left Thursday
called to order and records read and acaccompanying the former’s sister, Mrs.
Committee on time and place
Alice Sweet, who has been visiting here. cepted.
of next meeting, comrades Clark, CrockMrs. Alice I. Thombs, who has been at
ett and Putnam reported: October 3rd;
Peak’s Island for several weeks, arrived
Monroe. The report was accepted. After
home Saturday. She was accompanied
some remarks by the President the meetof
wife
W.
and
C.
J.
her
Perry,
by
son,
Some two
ing adjourned for dinner.
Portland.
hundred or more were fed, with lots of
Miss Tressa Emerson has returned from food left. Cigars were passed and the
Ellsworth, where she spent the summer, smoke talk followed.
and will leave this week for Virginia,
The afternoon meeting assembled with
where she will make a specialty of art at the church filled to the doors.
The
Sweet Brier College.
following program was given Sing-

us

to make it comfortable.

My household, wnich was at one time a
barber shop, contains one bed, one chair,

one rug and a dresser and did have about
3 yards of debris. Now what more could
It’s a complete housea person want?
hold when you include the kitchen in the
rear which answers for a bath room, dining room and living room. I slept just ;
12 hours last night and look forward to
just that many more tonight, and to make
things more ideal a commissary wagon
(American and one French) passed here
last night and I have everything from
chocolate to salami sausage including
peaches, milk chocolate, cigarettes, cigars
work in France.
and tobacco. Lord, but they tasted good active
and my conscience did not bother me a
Mrs. Ulmer L. Royal and little son of
bit as per friend Hoover. Could not be
arrived Saturday
New Durham, N. H
worried.
lost fnur \iroptu ll9VP RhnWIl t.hft
to spend the winter with Mrs. Louise
Iasi lew wccas nave aiiuwu

Red Cross Notes*

The Waldo County chapter have reRoyal. Private Royal’s picture recently ported, not including two of the largest
appeared in the Boston Post over seas chapters, 731 knitted articles, 3o0 hospipictures of U. S. men in London enjoying tal and refugee garments, and 1,000 com-

tuv

mese

American army in their real colors, exceeding the expectations of the French
I
and efficient, hearty and courageous.
know everybody at home will be more
than proud of them. Some of the boys
are not with us but their brave spirits
will always help us along the right direc-

a

He

ball game.

was

fort kits from the town of Islesboro.

enroute to France.

Miss Louise Hazeltine received recently from Dr. Paul M. Kimball of Boston,
Director of the Department of Develop“I
ment, the following instructions:
think your action in closing your work-

Miss Avis M. Morrison has returned to
her duties as librarian in Springfield,
Mass., after a short visit with her mother,

tion.
You have no doubt read of the youth
of the German prisoners, but you perhaps have doubted it. There are many
but 14 or 15 years old and others over 50,
some were found chained to machine guns
so they could not fall back, others left behind because they could not keep up the
pace under the circumstances, but all glad
to be captives after they have been with
Their spirit and
our men for a few days.
patriotism is more than rotten, in fact
there seems to have been none in many

Mrs. E. J. Morrison, and other relatives.
She has enjoyed a three months’ leave of
absence from her duties as public librarian which she spent with her aunt, Mrs.

at Belfast is very wise as long as
scarlet fever is rampant in vour town.
I should advise no person working in the
surgical dressings who has been exposed
room

Hannah Morrison Adams in Pasadena,
Calif.
..

ivirs.

m.

■

a

caycj
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auu

arrived from Portland Thursday afterMiss Evelyn L. Peavey, who has
noon.
been in the Maine General hospital, the
result of an automobile accident, is able
to be up about the house a portion of the
Dutch Reformed church at East Belfast
the papers.
time, although suffering from the effects
next Friday; sessions at 10.00 a. m. and
About a week ago we ran across a full
She will return home as
1.30 p. m. Picnic lunch; tea and coffee California outfit—the first we have seen of her injuries.
found many friends soon as she is able to travel
and
here
over
furnished free.
Interesting speakers.
amongst^them. “Gee, but ain't it great
Belfast relatives have received cards
People’s church welcomes all the people to meet* a friend from your old home
all the time to all the services.
town” was the parting from a good many from over seas announcing the safe arof us.
rival of Henry B. Cunningham, son of
You
Have we got them on the run?
Mrs. Samuel N. Rackliff, and Karl Foster
Pomona
Waldo
Field
North
Day., can just bet we ha've. With love,
Darby, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter F.
Louis.
Darby. Both young men enlisted in
L.
M.
Jackson,
Corp.
Pomona
Field Day at
The North Waldo
Co. D, 117th Eng. Reg.
July, 1917, in Ihe Maine C. A. C. Later
Mathews’ Grove as a day was all that
A. P. O. 715,
they were transferred to the 72nd diviscould be desired. The fairs at Bangor
Amer. E. F.
France from

j

picnic

dinner

and

interesting
sang America,

also the

program after dinner. We
the Battle Hymn of the Republic
The Star Spangled Banner while
Glory gracefully fluttered above
heads and waved a welcome from all

and
Old
our

the

nearby cottages. Worthy State Master
Thompson gave a sirring address that
sank deep in the minds of his hearers.
Bro. Clifton Moore of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, told us in bis own inimitable and graphic verse how he thrashed his beans, and in hiB mind, the Kaiser.
The meeting closed with three cheers and
a tiger.—H. F. M. P.

ion and sent to
where they trained.

FIVE SONS IN SERVICE.

With the going of their two youngest
boys last week, Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Collins of Belfast now have five boys in
the service and two more may be called
under the

new

law.

Alphonso was called September 3d and
left for Camp Devens, and on September
1th Elmer reported and left for Camp
[Jpton for limited service.
Henry is overseas with the 51st Regiment, Battery G., C. A. C.
Herbert is also overseas, sailing a short

;

time ago.

Ralph

was

last heard from at Camp

Devens.

John and Charles have not been called.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins also have several
daughters and they are very proud of the
record of having so many sons to fight
forithe right, bie.

|
(

Also

six weeks from the onset of the disease,
particularly if there is remaining any
heart or nose complications.” Partly for
the above reason, the surgical rooms wiM
contini e closed for the present. The
same regulations as to scarlet fever hold
workers. It
sewers as for surgical
has been stipulated also that all workers
in either department shall wash the hands
for

in disinfectant before beginning work.
more sewers is increasingly

The need for

]

urgent. Can’t you plan to spend at least
afternoon a week at the sewing room‘d
A wool census is being taken the coun-

one

try over, and until this is finished pracno yarn will be sent to the chap-

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie has returned from
Plymouth, Mass., where she was called

tically

by the death of her brother-in-law, EuHe had been in failing
gene P. Rowell.
health for several months, but his death
followed an operation at a local hospital.
He was for a time employed in the Electric Light Co. of Lewiston and Auburn
ind moved to Plymouth to take charge
jf their Lighting Co.’s plant. He was
>nly about fifty-one years of age and is
mrvived by his wife, two daughters and

Miss Katherine Hardwick, Supervisor
of Home Service for the New England

two sons. The latter are students at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He was a general favorite with the pub-

parlors of the North church. The Chapter gratefully acknowledges the followFrom Mrs.
ng gifts made recently.

an honest man, genial and companonable and always devoted to his family
and their best interests.

Percy Pharoh of Washington, D. C.,
(5.00; from Mrs. James F. Preston of
Lowell, Mass., 510.00.

lic,

j

Portland,

to scarlet fever until at least two weeks
had elapsed from the time of exposure.

no one who has had scarlet fever
and is convalesc;ng should work six weeks
j
from the time of the attack setting in, or

—

number assembled to enjoy the beauties
of Swan Lake, one of the scenic gems of
Waldo Co., the bounteous and appetizing

Veterans.

ing, Star Spangled Banner, by the
audience; prayer by Chaplain Kingsbury; address of welcome, Miss Walkley,
with a first class welcome; response
Comrade L. C. Putnum; song, Charles,
Morse; recitation, Elizabeth Morgan;
recitation, Hazel Roberts; solos, Ruth
and Eva Tibado; reading, Miss Helen
Brown; remarks, Mrs. Morgan; piano selection, Miss Walkey; remarks by Comrades Crockett, Stinson, Harden and othGardiner.
ers; remarks by Mrs. Alice Palmer, Mrs.
Miss I.ouise R. Clement, who spent the
f). O. Bowen, Mrs. Ferguson and others.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
her
with
parents,
summer
Dancing by Ruth and Eva Tibado was
Amos Clement, at Seal Harbor, returned
by the Comrades. Two Comenjoyed
home last Thursday and left Saturday to
rades were reported as having died sinee
at
Abbot
in
studies
Academy
resume her
the last meeting: Comrade Geo. W BowAndover, Mass.
en, Belfast, 6th Me. Vol.; Comrade AlL)rs. Ansel M. Lothrop and Stacey J. exander McCambridge, Frankfort. Closed
Noyes, two of Belfast’s young dentists, with singing, “God be With You Till We
This meeting was prowho recently went with the drafted men Meet Again.”
to Camp Devens, were transferred re- j nounced a grand suecess.—A. STINSON,
cently to the dental unit and left for Secretary.

People’s Methodist Church, Rev. C. W.
Martin, pastor. Parsonage No. 7 Court
street. Telephone, 213-11. Sunday morning, preaching, 10.45; subject, “The Beggar at the Gate.” Sunday School, 12.00.
Sunday evening, preaching, 7.30; preliminary war talk (5 minutes); sermon,
“An All Night’s Fishing.” Prayer meet- cases.
Are they still putting over new Hoovering this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.
Waldo County S. S. Convention in isms? That seems to be the foundation
for about every other joke you read in

and Waldo called away many who otherwise would have attended, but a goodly

County

Somewhere in France,
August 7, 1918.
Dear Aunts: Just finished a general
policing up which means scrubbing in
the army, and perhaps you think we did
not need it? It has been many weeks
since our last bath and during that time
Howard E. V ilson has returned from
we had no opportunity to sleep in anything but “marching order,” ..which in- Hartford, Ct., where he has been emcludes shoes and leggins, sometimes un- ployed during the summer by the Remingderground, sometimes setting on the ton
Army Co. He will return to the U.
hardest stump but mostly wrapped up in
We are back a short ways for of M. at the beginning of the fall term.
a slicker.
Its in a town evac- I
our “rest period.”
Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens has arrived
uated by the Boshes but a few days ago
a two weeks’ visit ai her home in
from
in
it
is
the
shape
can
imagine
and you
when you consider that the Germans bat- Marlboro, Mass. She was accompanied
tered it in taking it and smashed it when Dy her young son, Herbert, by her mother,
they left and our artillery hammered it Mrs. Allen of Marlboro, and Mrs. Page of
for two days and nights. But you just
leave it to

Services will be held at the First Parish
(Unitarian) church next Sunday after the

128
83

Clifford J. Pattee, R.
^ynwood B. Thompson, D.

323

Holy Sacrifice of the Mass Sunday, Sept.
8th, 10.30 a. m.

158
75

j

"

144
91

45
27

474

St. Francis of Assisi

180
122

1

ri4 suit of blue taffeta with a black
the groom his khaki. The groom
of k,r and Mrs.

164
137

93
116

;

110
94
30
59
30

by Sunday school.

..
Edward Evans, R.
Daniel B. Plummer, D.

Hooverism.
was one of
tier husband, as soon as he is
songs were sung and the day
The first reunion a
htam a leave of absence.
mutual pleasure.
10.30.
at the
quarter of a century ago was held
j
A.
vvfcbi—Koy
Hopkins and
lome of David Herrick in Northport,
ar'TS West were married
Sept. I many of those present at that time were
nie of the officiating
clergy- I alto in attendance on this occasion, while 11.15.
|
"a. Vaughan, pastor of the
ab- 11.45.
pthers have passed on and although
^■formed church in East Belfast.
Several
sent they were not forgotten.
ring service was used and
generations were represented in the gathn
unattended. The bride wore a
sring which was one of the most pleas-

*

117
117
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she

“led

Sprague

Waldo

ence

The following unusual letter has been
received in Belfast and The Journal regards it a privilege to use it in its columns:

E. L.

panied by their daughter Annette, who is
C., on a

at home from Washington, D.
visit.

Miss Alice P. Poor, who spent the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clar-

--

377

Mr. and Mrs. William Holt have returned from an auto trip to New Hampshire
and Massachusetts. They were accom-

home in Groton, Mass.

Charles S. Bickford, Clerk.

88
57
42
34
74
48
34

tage in East Belfast.

Rev. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames, who
have been at their summer home at Lake
Quantabacook, left Thursday for their

Adjourned.

Phillips

Mr. and Mrs. Emery F. White have returned to their winter home in New York
after spending the summer at their cot-

Seminary this fall.

terial and machinery used in shipbuilding

Praise for the American

vices next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., followed

J.

read and accepted

for 1917 are unpaid.
The Assessors were recommended to
abate as much of the taxes against Mathews Brothers as was assessed on the ma-

I

88
47

waiter i. nawtnoriic

was

The Tax Collector was instructed to
authorize the City Solicitor to bring suit
against all real estate holders whose taxes

Plurality, 151.

Services will be

resignation oi

Library Trustee

vacancy.

Chas. A.

■

...

Kilgore house.

Miss Caroline Havener of Portland,
who spent the summer with her aunt,
Mrs. Cecil Clay, will enter Westbrook

and Arther E. Wilson was elected a Trustee of the Belfast Free Library to fill the

275

...

Winterport

60
14

bride

Mrs. Cleig.iton of New York arrived
last Saturday and has opened the residence formerly known as the Dr. G. C.

East Boston.

264.

Walter A.
Cowan
Ill
24
71
54
214

Islesboro
Prospect
Frankfort.

135
79

The

539

453

THE

CLERK OF COURTS

The
as

Plurality, 76.

167
69

Club.

....

...

193
1*2

summer, when the groom
an instructor of golf at

...

...

pit.

as

Mrs. Walter Varney, son Frank and
daughter Priscilla, have moved to Boston,
where Mr. Varney has employ.ment.

and Mrs. Adolph Rossbach and
son George, who spent the season in Belfast, left last Thursday for their home in

missioner.

Geo. B.
Roberts
34
49
48
57
51
36

Colcord
62
159
41
107
115
55

Chas. S.
Adams
Lincolnville
73
74
Liberty....
Searsmont
106
Morrill.
52
Palermo
58
61
Northport
„
Belmont
29

ATTORNEY

121
185

448

Plurality,

of the Presbyterian church
ig the single ring service,

Jas. H. Cilley, ..
Deorge I. Keating, D.
JUDGE OF PROBATE
......
Ellery Bowden, R.
Erank I. Wilson, D.

...

....

86
49

taffeta silk travelling
rh blue shade.
The marriage
of a romance begun at East

...

....

58
16

a

....

Swanville.

125
84

re

635

...

...

Plurality, 187,
Benj. F.

162
70

••-•••
Ralph I. Morse, R.
Ered W. Brown, ..

96
54
39
77
91
38
53

...

Burnham
Knox
Thorndike

182
125

COUNTY

Estes

131
139
61
104
75
64
61

Troy.

STATE SENATOR
on, August 28th, of George ]
of Cambridge and Miss ! James J. Clement, R.
W. H. Morrison, D.
i Rogers of Boston. Rev.

.si

Gray

...

REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
181
....
John A. Peters, R.
1*4
Edward Chase. D..

-in's

Alfred L.

....

Montville
Freedom

1

Rogers.

287

...

—

■

Clements

Wilmot L.

....

1918.

Vote of Belfast

The
Sept. 9,
Fernald, Congressman
.all, Wallace H. White, Jr,
3=
iers and Ira G.
Hersey and
zs
-t
1
,irl E. Milliken, all were reG~
t heir Democratic opponents1
UNITED STATES SENATOR
pluralities and in addition
179
M. Fernald, R.
..ns made notable gains in1 Bert
125
Elmer E. Newbert, D.
s
of the Legislature and
GOVERNOR
|
I72
rilTs and county attorneys. ; Earl E. Milliken, R.
136
Bertrand G. Mclntire, D.
STATE AUDITOR
W edding Bells.
I7®
Roy L. Wardwell, R.
125
Eharles B. Day, D..
M.

v.

_

if.

3

1836

....

The completeness of it
and

re

:

a

Searsport.
Stockton Springs
Swanville.
fhorndike.

Waldo.

v

fcrsL.-

won

Searsmont.

610
23
122
64
48
60
47
54
65
73

2.

£L=r

108
137
50
59
67
68
86
161
110
61
64
100
141
42
172

Prospect.

ennial State election in this

—

a>

ST

346
39
43
102
61
39
68
37
38
59
94
58
56
36
50
62
31
54
49
110
34
53
80
86
47
69

Palermo.

■

03

ft
B
^

396
42
50
107
71
40
73
39
42
64
96
61
64
38
59
63
31
60
53
119
34
54
80
87
53
93

Northport.

and

*

577
23
115
59
52
59
44
54
61
71
65
106
131
50
57
67
68
86
159
101
60
62
101
140
38
152

Liberty.

Demor*-;-:

3

350
39
43
102
65
39
68
37
38
59
91
60
59
36
55
62
34
56
50
113
37
53
80
86
49
75

Lincolnville.
Monroe.
Mont vi lie.
Morrill.

Elected—Senate
Republicans and One

a

602
23
121
66
50
61
46
55
64
73
69
106
136
52
59
68
66
85
165
109
60
64
102
139
42
170

Belfast.
Belmont.
Brooks.
Burnham.
Frankfort.
Freedom.
[slesboro.
Jackson.
Knox.

Attorneys

g
g.
=|

of

f
S
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Sheriffs and Same Number

Edward Lane has returned to his home
in Jacksonvi le, Fla., after a visit at the
J., P. Taliafeiro summer home.

Rev.

cattle way across Lincolnville Avenue;
to be built under the supervision of the
committee on highways and street com-

Dexter T.

Plurality, 384.

o

22
«

“*

(.

Mrs. W. K. Tarbox of Fryeburg was
the guest Tuesday of Mrs. S. L. Milliken
and Miss Maude E. Barker.

E. Barker.

Herbert Black was granted the right to
erect and maintain a re-enforced concrete

H. C.
Buzzell
Belfast.... 671

x

3

Z

h

ct

Miss Adelia Cook left Monday for
Northlield, Mass., to continue her studies
at the Northlield Academy.

hearing

County.

ft

S

Milliken Re-Elected.

Rev. Charles W. Martin and family
returned Tuesday night from a short auto
trip to East Boothbay.

_

Legislative

03
—

(„:\

Roy Wight of Camp Devens has been
spending a short vacation with his father,
Nelson Wight..

j

Senator, Governor,
Auditor, Representative

_

home.

635
22
120
64
48
60
47
54
64
74
69
109
142
49
59
67
67
87
164
109
61
63
101

....

*

Government.

CENTeT

The September meeting of the City
James B. Waterman of Pittsfield is the
Mrs. Annie Canney of Bangor is the
County
County
Commissioner Treasurer Government was held Wednesday even- guest of Miss Maude E. Barker.
guest of Belfast relatives.
t”1
Ving, Sept. 4th, adjourned from Monday
Verna E. Dyer left Wednesday for
Stephen L. Stacy of Boston is the guest
evening with Mayor Wescott presiding. visits in
of his cousin, Rev. Fr. T. J.
Brunswick and Wilton.
O’Mahoney.
II Aldermen Cooper, Simmons, and Clem>
s
*
5
8. ents
J
Dr. Clarence Wight and family of
William Stewart of New York was in
present.
Belfast last Friday calling on friends.
Washburn are visiting relatives in Bel«H
o
£
5The roll of accounts was passed as fol2
>
b-a
c’
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper left Saturday to fast.
lows:
"
=
? I
| g
Charles E. Knowlton has returned to
«
S
£
I Contingent
.$ 587 61 spend a few days with friends in Rock=T ",
»
b
■<
Highways and bridges. 1,105 53 land.
r<
Rutland, Mass., aftera few days’ visit at
g5

2.

g
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Sheriff
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Register

Probate
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Judge of
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Boston Letter....
in Real Estate....
lian Naval InformaWar
Exhibit
Bureau.
Loan Trains for New
A Creative Belief.
..I

,,.■rs

Clerk of
Courts

s.

*

2°

A

f

County
Attorney

Senator
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County.

Viililiken Re-Elected.

I

I

,v.

MA1NeTtHURSpay,

BELFAST,

ters.

division, will be in Belfast Wednesday,
Sept. 18th, for a conference with Miss
Maude E. Mathews, Chairman of the
Home Service Department of the Waldo
County Chapter, and with the chairmen
pf Home Service in the different branches,
and the committees therewith connected,
rhe meeting will be held at 1.45 at the

ONLY TREATMENT
THAI GAVE RELIEF

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPT. 12, 1918.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
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l7 BROWN,
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ADVERIISING

For one square, one
25 cents for one week

inch length in column,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance. $2 00 a
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 frrsix months;
cnonths.

used

one

box and the results were so
two dozen

tation.

Many other needed articles were included in the shipments of this brancn,
which was named The Princeton Branch
of the New England Surgical Dressings

box,

6 for

$2.50,

trial size 25c.

At dealers cr from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limiter1. OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
the close of the w'ar? All the stocks of
foods of the warring nations will have
become exhausted. The United States
will have the money and the credit. To
fet that money we must work ten, twelve
and fourteen hours a day, and your people, not satisfied with ten hours, now demand eight, and how can the United
States hope to compete in the markets of
the world?”
We refer this question to our Demo-

remembered that when the
President placed the investigation of the
air craft scandal in charge of Attorney
General Gregory and Mr. Hughes, the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs
appointed a sub-committee to make a
separate investigation. This committee
visited the places where the work had
been supposed to be progressing and thus
It will be

cratic friends.

obtained first hand information. Its object was to find out why American airplanes were not being produced in some
measure approximate to what might be
expected after an expenditure of J640,This committee completed its
000.000
investigation and made a report some
time ago. The report is a document of

The Brazilian government placed
pro
tective tariff on matches. The result has
a

been that the people of that country are
scratching their own matches, ®ur Consul General at Rio de Janeiro writes that

practically
5900,000
foreign

readers

no

matches

imported from

came
com

low tarill
value of

Alter four years of
imported matches to the

tries.

we

The lesson is

$2,334,000

plain that he who'runs

clear

are

In 1912 matches to the value of
to the United States from

abroad.

about 8,000 words and would fill seven
We have taken
columns of The Journal.
pains to read this report with considerable care, and write an editorial which

may

so

read.

we hoped would give
comprehension of its important paraJuly 30th of this year the United States
graphs. We finished the editorial Satur- Department of Labor announced that it
day r.ight. Information received by mail ! will not interfere with the fundamental
Monday morning told us that the context right of a man to change his occupation.
of the report as made officially to the : Three days later it declared that it will
senate, was prohibited to newspapers cirprotect the farmer from being deprived
cuiating outside the borders of the United of his help by the lure of high wages
States. The Christian Science Monitor,
paid by other industries. This is not gopublished in Boston, was denied circula- ing to be a slight of hand performance.
tion abroad for three days following its A miracle has been staged and the curpublication of and comment on this re- tain is about to rise.
The Detroit News was prevented
port.
from March 4, 1857 till March 4, 1801
from circulation of its publication of this
Buchanan sat complacently in the
James
the
was
done
and on the day this

our

a

1

report,

Montreal Star published the substance of
the aviation report. We immediately decided to put our editorial into cold storage and keep it there till freedom of
speech is restored to tne people at least
to an extent of allowing them to talk
and write about business which is strictly and entirely their own. We cannot
•conceive how the publication of an official
report of well known facts can do any
harm at home

or

abroad.

Prior to the enactment of the Democratic tariff law in 1913, the United
States was selling to other nations more
than it was buying from them, and we
The
were of course a prosperous people.
Wilson-Underwood law encouraged purchase abroad, with consequent injury to
American p oduction. As a result we
bought more abroad and sold less. The

monthly trade balances grew less in our
favor until they turned into adverse
Business

balances.

have not for-

men

gotten the business and industrial depression which existed in this country in
1914 and up to the time when war brought
us new and unprecedented markets and
in large measure shut off our purchases
We soon had the largest trade
abroad.
balances ever recorded in the history of
It was not the Underwood
any nation.
tariff which brought this about. It was
the war, and when peace returns foreign
nations will sell
and for

a

us

as

much

as

possible

while at least will be financially

able to buy but little.
U nder the present tariff law we cannot
prevent an influx of foreign made goods

paid for with American money, the price
being below the cost of similar goods
made here by our well paid people. Not
only will the foreign goods be made by
cheap labor but they will come from
Europe across the Atlantic, and from
Japan across the Pacific in subsidized
ships, manned by low priced crews. It is
plain as the dome of the sky that a low
tariff will scale down wages, close factories and stagnate business. Just now
the

is having the effect of a protective tariff, but after the war the door
will be open for the entrance of foreign
war

goods

as

long

as

the Underwood tariff act

is in force.
The

numerous

Agriculture has

sub-divisions known

Among these is the Bureau of Entomology, often alluded to as
the bug department. We notice in the
appropriation bill for the Agricultural
Department the following item: for the
“study of insects affecting the health of
man
$52,330.” In every generation of
“Bureaus.”

for several hundred years some of
the best informed minds in the medical
fraternity have been studying insects afmen

fecting the health of man and it is not at
all likely that the government Bureau of
Entomology will be able to add thirty
cents worth of knowledge to what the
world now has on this subject. While
the government is urging ub to conserve
food, paper and gasolene would it not be
wise for it to conserve the people’s money
by postponing further study of house
flies, brown tail moths, mosquitoes, and
in short all other insects.
Samuel Hill of Seattle, famous as an
authoritative writer on trade, in an article
written for the nW California

monthly,

“Pan-Pacific,” quotes King Albert
Belgium
front:

as

White House and watched the Govern-

ment he had sworn to defend drift into
Civil war. This Democratic Congress of
purs

has voted to erect

Buckanan and

has

a

monument to

refused to

erect

saying to him

on

of

the battle

“May it not be that the United Stites
will have grave questions to be settled at

New England.
The trains will carry exhibits ot
war material now being shipped from
Gen.
the battlefields of Europe by
Pershing and the allied governments,
and soldiers who have seen service
in the trenches or sailors who have
been active on the seas.
The rurpose of the trains is to
place these loyal citizens of the remoter districts in more direct touch
with the battle line to which so many
of them have sent sons, husbands,
brothers, and to aid in the campaign
for the Fighting Fourth Liberty Loan
which begins Sept. 28 and closes Oct.
19.
The
the
two
trains, starting at
same time, are to traverse New England.
.The schedule of dateB for the
various towns where they will stop
will be announced later. This is under the direction of the state chairmen of the Liberty Loan who are
now preparing it with the local representatives and the railroads. Each
train will consist of two flat cars, one
box car and one tourist sleeper. The
flat cars will be mounted with guns,
bombs, shells, parts of airplanes and
other materials of warfare on land
and sea and in the air, including captured war material. Among the latter are finishing clubs taken from the
Austrians who used them to “finish"
the allied wounded who came within
their reach.
Uniforms, official photographs and
such other things as cannot well be
exposed to the weather will be exhibited in the box car
The approach of the train to its
stopping place is to be announced by
the ringing of bells and the blowing of
whistles followed by the firing of
bombs or trench mortars.
Each
community will be asked to declare
a holiday on the day of the exhibit
or for at least so long as the train
is in the town that every one may
have an opportunity to hear the word
direct from Over There and to see with
his own eyes the implements that are
being used by the soldiers of all nations in this greatest of all wars
The train will probably be welcomed, as it properly should, by local
committees and the exercises will be
opened with prayer, for does not the
train specifically represent a holiness
of purpose and of sacrifice that is
measured only by the vastness of the
war itself?
The town officials, the
Old Guard and Boy Scouts are expected to be In attendance and the
school children, it is hoped, will be
out in full force.

a

Auxiliary of the American Red Cross,
'i he work was carried on at Hotel Princeton, Commonwealth avenue, Allston,
owned and managed by Mrs. Joseph W.
Merrill. Mrs. Merrill gave the public
of the hotel

rooms

as

work rooms, and
as an efficient

time

much of her own
worker. The branch financed the undertaking entirely, raising among its mem-

bers and friends about $525, with which
to pay for nearly 9000 yards of gauze,
at from $3.50 to $4.50 per thousand; also
tor materials for surgical shirts, treasure

afghans, and all the
bags,
varied articles for which frequent calls
were made from headquarters.
serviettes,

Mrs. Howes
Princeton

was

branch,

made secretary of the
and in her report, sub-

mitted at the final meeting, her description, which follows, of the conversion of
the little 9 inch squares of gauze into a
surgical compress, has attracted favorable
notice in Red Cross circles:
Fold left, fold right, even and flat,
Fold up, fold down, then pat, pat, pat.
Now fold once more and press it thin;
Lastly, fold a prayer withi i.
Howes
In closing her report, Mrs.
recommended as a fitting entrance upon
every day’s work while the war lasts, the

following little

prayer:

y

“Now I get me up to work,
I pray the Lord I may not shirk.
If I should die before the night,
I pray the Lord my work’s done right.”
REAL ESTATE.

TRANSFERS IN

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Sept. 7, 1918.
were

Edith H. Walker, Clinton, to Julia
Roberts, Brooks; land and buildings

E.
in

j

Brooks.
James N. Pendleton, Searsport, et als.,
to the Stockton Yards, Inc., Stockton
Springs; land and buildings in Searsport.

Emery D. Bickmore, Stockton Springs,
Yards,Inc.,Stockton Springs;
land in Stockton Springs.
A. P. Webster, Camden, to Wm. Morlike this?
rison, Stockton Springs; an island in Penobscot Pay.
v* c
nave seen an item which siaieu
R ichard M. Hendrick,Stockton Springs,
that Mr, McAdoo had publicly advocated
patched trousers as a measure of economy. to Mrs. George Otis, Prospect; land and
We do not believe it. We regard Mr. buildings in Prospect.
Hezekiah Webster, Belfast, to Annie
McAdoo as being the ablest man in the
cabinet: He would never make that sort C. Webster, do.; land and buildings in
monument to Gen. Custer who led the

last charge at Appomattox. How do the
surviving members of the Grand Army

to Stockton

I here will be speeches, of course,
demonstrations of equipment by veteran soldiers and brief talks by them
to tell of their personal experiences
on the battlefields.
Opportunity will
be given to those who wish to buy
bonds and after the train has left the
local committees will see to it that
those who wish to subscribe more
may do so.

play to the galleries. Advocating Belfast.
Margaret M. Cilley, et ah, Brooks, to
patched trousers looks to us like a CreelJulia E. Roberts, do.; land and buildings
sheviki idea.
of

a

Although the idea for these trains
originated in New England last winter and trains similar to these were
sent through the South and West in
the spring, none were sent to this
part of the country owing to the congestion of railroad traffic here. Wherever the trains did go they met with
enthusiasm.
Farmers brought their
families 15 and 20 miles to see the
train and in the mountainous sections
people journeyed on foot many miles
to aee the story of the war as told
by'the great relics exhibition.

in Brooks.
“In the sweat of thy brow shall thou
eat bread” was a law which the men of
ancient times may have been able to enforce, In these modern days there are
many ways

ual

of getting food without

man-

labor,

but “work or fight” is a law
which can be made effective while the

to Harry A.
Babbidge, Islesboro; land in Belfast.
John Mannuccia, Knox, to Vincenzo
Ernest P.

Heal, Belfast,

Insogna, Boston; land and buildings in
Knox.

Loveland, Unity, to Alton L.
Blanchard, do.; land in Unity.
war lasts.
Maria G. Griffin, Stockton Springs, to
E. Lawrence, do.; land and buildings
It may be that in some instances the Guy
in Stockton Springs.
is
than
the
sword.
We
failpen
mightier
P. L. Whitaker, Melrose, Mass., to
ed quite conspicuously when we tried to
pring Germany to terms with the pen. Joseph M. Whitaker, Unity; land and
rhe sword seems just now to be more buildings in Unity.
pffective.
Fred A. Cunningham, Jefferson, to
Four years ago Germany had 71 cents
in gold for every dollar of paper money,
roday she has less than 15 cents. She is
financing the war with a printing press.

Unity

Fair Successful.

The annual fair of the Unity ParkAsso:iation opened Tuesday Sept. 3rd with
2,000 people on the grounds, fine weather,
Fast track and excellent exhibits in all
,he departments, particularly that of
women’s work. The races were decided
The 2.20 class made
n straight heats.
Fast time and was won by Asa 'Grant of
Bangor, with June Powers, who had a
ittle the better of Mary Q. at the wire.
Both of these horses were in th.e Eastern
Maine Fair races at Bangor. F. M. Vining of St. Albany was starter. The summary:
2.20 Class, Mixed. Purse #150.

D.

E.

Burnell E.

Ouerlock, Washington;

in Liberty.
Lloyd B.

Finley,

New

Yorky^to

Civilian

Naval

Informa-

tion Bureaus.
is the desire of the Navy Department to establish in all towns and cities
It

...

Free-For-All.

Purse #150.

June Powers (Grant) ..'.2111
1323
Kate, chm. (Ireland)
Master Mariner (Holmes) ..3 2 3 2
Time 2.181-2; 2.191-4;2.181-4; 2.19 1-4.

commercial establishments and individuals with their

names

and

addresses,

who

willing to assist in this very necespatriotic work.
Owing to urgency an early response is
requested.—W. R. A. Rooney, LieutComdr. Ret U. S. N. Recruiting Officer.
are

sary

■

...

L. F. Ames and Wm.

be employed
place.

will

at

that

in the shipyard

Dow, has returned

Mrs. W. H. Marden with
daughter Ruth of West Medford, Mass.,
and sister, Miss H. K. Marden, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward,

The only accident of the day was a fall
Master Mariner air the half-mile in
he first heat, the horBe turning a somerlault. Neither Tom Holmes, the driver,
tor the horse appeared to be injured.
>y

it
bhi
BIB

lta
per
itrc

Bliss Business

I
!

Lewiston, Maine.

~

Name___

|

City_
Street

Bleeding, Itching

Burning.
Ona application brings relief
at all druggists

or

Bliss E usir ess

or

Send Free Semple of Ointment to

156 William Street. New York.

SICK STOCK
BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys' Homeopathic Vet-

/Every Woman Wants'.

FOR PERSONAL HVGIENE

Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, fok- ten years.
A healing' wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical,

made to

freely, once a day, at least. To build up the system,
result, it is necessary to improve the digestion.
We strongly recommend the true “L. F.” Atwood Medicine, for
its ingredients act upon the stomach, liver and bowels. It tones
those organs to new activity so that they perform their functions
naturally, and throw off all impure and unclean matter. Take a
teaspoonful morning and night,— your skin will clear, appetite
return, strength and spirits revive;
you’ll be glad you bought
this genuine “L. F.” remedy, price 50 eents, made by the L. F.
Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
move

nent benefit will

—

so

are

perma-

I

l<

j

!

k

J

GEO, L, JUHNSONl

I Attorney

Lail

as

BELFAST. MAINE
Practice in ali
As offered to-day should include instruction in
all the Commercial Branches, Shorthand and
Typewriting and the BurrOUgh’S

e

I

to 1 he Journal paid one year

advance:

$2.00
Journal and Farm and Home,
Journal and McCall’s Magazine, 2.25
2.35

The publications included in our

Send in your subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Co.,
Belfast, Maine.

Removal
ORUC STORE

rHE OLD CORNER
IS NOW

Belfast

Drug Store

the former firm’s prescriptions
:arefully filed by the new proprietor and
Everything
:an be refilled at any time.
in drug supplies on hand at all times.
All

GEORGE F. KENT. DRUGGIST.

Caution Notice
I wish to forbid all persons from trusting my wife, Mary S. Welch, as I shall
>ay no bill' she contr&cts after this date.
Belfast, Sept. 2, 1918.

MARTIN WELCH.

all kind

1

!

eauir

mv

Acme auto true kmade by tb.

Steamship Lines

cern.

Leave orders at the st

Main and Cross streets, and
ceive prompt attention.

Telephone connectioa.

Between Boston and Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.

H-

W. W
126

Waldo

Aven

|-

METROPOLITAN LINE.
Direct between Boston and New York
via Cape Cod Canal
Service is being maintained between
For all information
the above points.
apply to.

WANTED
HAND

GOODS of

FRED W. FOIE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

SECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding

OH LOOK!

Antique furniture a epe<
have anything to sell drop me
you will receive a prompt call
I
WALTER H
64
Main Str.
249-3
! etc.

A Yankee

Junk

j

a.g.t>iorndTke

THE DIAMOND HR
Latlloti! Ask your Dm**!
Chl-uhes-ter’a Diamond B
I’ll Is iu Red and Wold
I boxes, sealed with B!
Take no other- Huy
Druggist. Ask fort'll !•<I’l.
DIAMOND ISRAND
years known as Best, Safe

SPRING

E. H.

BOYINOTON

Eye Sight

Cut prices for

cash.
tf31

OF

STREET.
Orders delivered

(

SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVTRVWHEKt^
1

Telephone 229-11
12

\
A>.
Cj/

■■

KINDS

ALL

^

PILLS
j CHICHESTER'S
%/yr^

DEALER IN

MEATS OF

!"

j

Buyer.

All old iron at $10 per ton delivered at
I pay $15 per ton
Fred Gray’s dooryard.
Will
for any kind of machinery iron.
at
highest price.
buy old bags and rags
CHAS. B. WALKER.
29tf

FRESH

\

I

clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.

to do

Have just added to

BANGOR LINE

The following clubbing offers are only lor

iubscriptions

prepared

am

Eurniture and piano movin.

INCORPORATED.

ELUBBINB_MIES

r

I

TRUCKING

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

IT astern

Courts

specialty.

Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.

Main Street, next Webber Shoe Store
condition of the blood cannot be overcome unless the bowels

I

DENTIST,
Masonic hmple,

| |

extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power, f
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by ;
^maU. The Paxton Toilet C.-ornpnny. Boston. Mass. ^
Has

V.CLUHl

ML

|

erinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y*

WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop..
impure

Maine.

College^ Lewiston,

]

Humphreys* Homoo. Medicine Company

j

R. F. L>._State_■

!

Specialist
THE

BOYINGTON OPTICA
44 South Main Sti

Winteiport. Maine

WITH

An

;

hand, stenotypy, typewriting and bookkeeping. Normal Trar
specialty. Fall opening Tuesday, September 10.

;

(CO.vIPOli.NU)

The

V

College

Maine’s School of Modern Business Efficiency qualities
Civil Service and Government positions. Complete courses:

For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

spent the day.

.i

l0(

■—

WITCH HAZEL GIUTMEN.

autoed to Castine Aug. 20th, where they

...

...

jro

HUMPi-A-tiifS’

daughter Sadie.
and

A

ACRES

PLEASE SEND ME ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

friends here at the village, accompanied by Mrs. C. H. Partridge and

ross

1 1 1
foe Hunter, soh (Gray)
toan Wilkes, gs. (Pinkham). .222
id Moko, bh (Henderson)... 3 3 3
lessie Ward, blm (Dearborn). .444
Time/1.22, 1.21, 1.22 1-2.

FORTY

systems.

on

.Purse #150.

Boy, bg (Walton).... 1 1 1
2 2 .3
Donald C., chs. (Lander)
3 3 2
Dixie Craig, bm (Hudson).
fancy Forbes, bm (Ireland) ..444
Marvel C., Christie B. and Helen Kohl
1 ilso started.
Time 2.24 1-4; 2.23 1-4; 2/3 1-2.
3reen Horse Race. Purse #25. Half-Mile,

pur

rhe Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

Mrs. Ella M. H. Littlefield of Morrill
former resident of this town, lately

,hdr

SARGENT. Litt.D Pnncip«L

TEN BUILDINGS

school teachers blown to bits or
mangled in the streets by bombs. But as
you say, nothing matters 'so long as the
Hun is finished for good and all.
“If the Hun continues to exist as a
power the world is lost.
“There need be no more hate or anger
aver finishing him out
than there is in
dealing with an epidemic of typhoid or
small pox.
“We know that certain microbes cause
certain diseases and it is the business of
mankind to clean out and sterilize the
centers where these germs live and the
channels by which they reach human beings, as well as to take care that they
shall have no further chance of infecting

rhe

Bangor with A. E. Blake, having attended Bangor Fair while there.

catalog and particular

WM. E.

and

rhe

Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Dockham returned
Aug. 30th after a stay of several days in

Mr.

For

try.
“It isn’t pleasant,” says Kipling, “to
aave girls and children, hospital nurses

visit

a

with relatives in town.

called

prepacourses for

what Rudyard Kipling wrote
recently to a personal friend in this coun-

Mrs. Joseph T. Lindsey and
Helen of Leominster, Mass.,

daughter
have returned to their home after

a

ideal school for college

This is

n

and

Practical courses in Sewn,
nomics, and Domestic Chen
added studies for girls in the
Wholesome rivalry in all

I
“Other wars have been merely wars,
rhis is for the life and death of the
world’s body, soul and spirit.”

Master Jerome Harris of North Stockton Springs, after a week’s visit with

Mr.

an

3m34

...

2.24 Class, Mixed.

KIPLING ON WAR

H.

his aunt, Mrs. L. C.
to his home.

It is

ration and also offers practical
those not preparing for college.

■

*

Buildings and dormitories ;m oft,
beautiful type in New Engl me
in a hamlet having no res
ing entertainments, affordideal for study, yet homelike
maintained.

Hebron, through its proper environment,
close contact with students from many parts
of the country, courses of study and plan of
play, is moulding body, mind and soul for
the tasks of this golden future.

CASTORiA

re-

they

MAINE

rTHE future holds countless opportunities
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted
girls of today. How can your boy or girl
meet the needs and responsibilities of that
great time ?

FOR FICTCHER S

Lindsey, Jr., of Marblehead,
Mass., lately spent a week with his father, C. H. Lindsey, and sister, Mrs. WalC.

HEBRON,

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA i9 the
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free cataF. L. SHAW, President.
logue.

Rainey left

where

cently for Machias,

Academy!

Hebron

Children Gry

ter Brown.

throughout the country, “Civilian Navy
Information bureaus” as a center of information in regard to the Navy and
Naval Reserve and thus keep the people
of the various communities in touch
June Powers, chm. < 3rant) ..111
with Naval matters, and have informa..222
Mary Q., blm, (Goodrich)
Sadie Ashbourne, chm. (Farwell) 6 3 3 tion at hand ready for young men who
Lilly McWood, gm. (Shuman) .354 desire to enlist or enroll in the Naval
4 6 6 Service.
Altissimus, bg (Holmes)
Miss Q., and Toss Boy also started.
Literature such as pamphlets, leaflets,
Time—2.18 1-4, 2.18 1-2, 2.18 3-4.
booklets and posters will be forwarded to
2.50 Class, Mixed. Purse #150.
the Local Bureaus from time to time.
1 1 1
Bellbin, bis. (Gallagher).
Navy Recruiting Stations throughout
Don Prescott, bh. (Clukey) ..222
Charles Hughes, brh (Webb). .333 Maine will be pleased to receive communComeda Mine, bm (Holmes) ..444 ications from such
organizations, clubs,

Hallie Goldie also started.
Time—2.20 1-2, 2.21 1-4, 2.20 3-4.
More than 4,000 people, actual •{ticket
:ount, attended the fair Sept. 4th. The
racing was close and exciting with some
jf the best finishes ever seen there, every
friver going in to win. The summary:

One of the greatest things one person
may do for another is to believe in him;
yet how rarely do we realize this?
A man on a tramping trip through the
mountains of West Virginia, came, one
morning upon two children all alone on a
desolate farm, away on the top of one of
the highest mountains. The mother was
dead, and “Pappy was away peddlin’
fruit,” the stranger was told.
“Why don't you stay with the neighbors while your father is away?” the
t(aveler asked.
“Oh, we got to stay here, ’cause if we
lidn’t, somebody might come an’ steal
pur chickens,” the youngest child, a little girl, explained.
The stranger looked at her very smah
person.
“Why,” he laughed, “wha
t
pould you do to a chicken thief?”
“I couldn’t do nothin’, but my brother
she
returned promptly.
“Why>
pould,”
be’s ’most nine years old!”
At her words, the brother, a frecklefaced, insignificant youngster, was suddenly transformed. "Yes, sir!” he cried,
with shining eyes.
“Yes, sir! I could
tend to ’em all right! I’m ’most nine
years old!”
Now whether he could ’tend to ’em”
pr not,
is beside the mark. The fact
which struck home to the traveler was
the change wrought in that small boy by
In
bis little sister’s loyal belief in him.
telling the story afterwards, the man
was always wont to declare that what he
desired from his friends was a creative
belief. Criticize me,” he would laugh,
“and I am lost. But believe in me, believe in me as that little mountain child
believed in her brother, and i can work
miracles!”—Margaret Prescott Montague.

PROSPECT.

Jose-

phine O. Finley, Palermo; land and buildings in Palermo.
George C. Ward, Frankfort, to Lina
A. Bennett., Prospect; land in Prospect.

The

A CREATIVE BELIEF.

land

...

Department of

varied and
as

gauze was exhausted.

nearly 35,000 surgical
dressings were made, covered, stamped,
and taker, to the Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital for sterilization—then transpor-

I continued using “Fruit-a-tives”
until the twenty four boxes were
finished, when my physical condition
JAS. J. ItOYALL.
was perfect”

THE AIRPLANE REPORT.

supply of

In that time,

boxes.

a

Patriots working for their country
in localities far removed from those
centers which are in active contact
with the war are to have the war
brought to them, as it were ,by means
of ttfo exhibition trains to be sent out
about Oct 1 by the Publicity Committee of the Liberty Loan Committee of

activities at the beginning of last winter
and continued without let up until June,
when the

by

the War to Be Told

Relics

husband, she has been very active in war
work, being one of a group of about 25
who organized for Red Cross
women

pronounced that I bought

60c.

Stoiy of

returned to her home in the Allston District of Boston. Since the death of her

Central Wharf, B" '"on, Mass.
“For three years, I was troubled
with Constipation, accompanied by
Dizziness and Violent Headaches.
I took medicines and laxatives, but
without permanent relief.
Last October, I heard of “Fruit-atives” or Fruit Liver Tablets. I

__

■U EXHIBIT LIKItTY LIM
TRAINS FOXJEW EKGLXND

Letter.

Mrs L. W. Howes, widow of the late
Hon. Lewis W. Howes, Attorney, of Boston, but formerly of Belfast and Rockland,
Maine, has been spending two weeks at
the home of her brother-in-law, Mr. Asa
A. Howes of Belfast. Mrs. Howes has

Suffered Three Years Before
Finding “Fruit-a-tives”

Editor.
__

Terms.

Boston

A

The Republican Journal

F W.

BROWN, Jr.,

Attorney and Counsellor

at

Lav,

OFFICE

DAYS—MONDAYS

»'

COTTAGE mm
..

BROOKS. MAINE.
Prjctice in

all of the Courts of Maine.

For Sale
A USED FORD CAR in first-class
Sold cheap for cash.
running order.
Apply to
J. F. PRESCOTT,
6 Grove Street, Belfast.

p.au

Birch Crest, East Northl"’1
acre of land, good well of
< noun
young apple trees, lumber
n
ish building. Apply or write
tf31

MRS.
Lincolnville, Me.,

K

;.

We haven’t received
YOUR name yet
Send $2.00 for
The

Journal NO
^A

Business Community Created by die
Development of
the Great Water Power at Romford Falls -.

Fading

Late

WOMEN OF
Need

Help

to

ot Potatoes.

How Doe* It Live Over Winter and How
Does It Spread?

HjWLEME

‘

Blight

Letters addressed td the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station indicate
that there is need of wider publicity relative to what has been learned in Maine
ind elsewhere regarding the above ques-

Pass the Crisis Safe-

ly—Proof that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Can be Relied

WR1GIEYS

tions.
A recent inquiry indicated that
Upon.
-i the writer thought the disease lives over
winter in the soil. This is a natural inUrbana, 111.—“During Change of Life, j
since the organisms that cause
! in addition to its annoying symptoms, I | ference,
certain other diseases of potatoes not
aii
ui
nail
grippe wfiich lasted inly are carried by the seed tubers but
all winter and left .i persist in the soil for varying periods afSince gt
me in a weakened j er they are once introduced.
.he present writing late blight can be
condition. 1 felt at
ound to

times that I would
never be well again.
I read of Lyuia E.

,Pinkham’s Vege- |
table Compound
and what it did for

1

passing
through the Change

women

of Life, so I told my
doctor I would try
it.

gain

I soon began to
in strength

and the annoying
symptoms

dis-

appeared and your Vegetable Compound
woman

has made me a well, strong
I do all my own housework.

RUMFORD

-TRIAL

■

I

geca

INTERNATIONAL AND OXFORD

PAPER

MILLS

1

ai me
rails
proper
unless some enterprise may be had there were but
three or four farm
to utilize that power.
Through Mr. j dwellings and a blacksmith shop. In
Town of
Chisholm's
efforts
was
capital
the entire town of Rumford there
secured
10
construct
dams
with were 241 poll
taxpayers and the total
which to develop the ISO ft. water estate, real and
personal, was valued
falls at this place and to build a large at $280,464.00
In tlfe town of Mex
and
mill
which
is
now
pulp
paper
ico adjacent to Rumford and now
-res of a
one of the important units of the In- really a
part of the industrial commu"active Houses and
ternational Paper Company.
But a nity. there were in
1890, 104 poll taxpaper mill without railroad facilities payors, and the total
valuation, both
v.t Club House
would be practically useless, so the real and personal, was
$105,083.00. In
added task of bringing the rails to 1917 these two small
towns have
.ng the busy and Rumford Falls was made necessary. grown to a
of about 10,community
k
Rumford Falls, The Rumford Falls & Buckfleld R. R. 000 inhabitants.
f
Rumford Falls hav,npressed by many | was bought, and extensions made at | ing 2640 poll taxpayers, and Mexico,
s
rarely found in a either end having Rumford Falls as ; 833. while the combined valuation is
the northern terminal ami the Maine $5,848,660.00.
Miiuunity. The sub
blocks, containing Centra! R. R at Rumford Junction (
Here is an illustration of the acand offices are the southern end. This extended and
complishments of private initiative
:
»■v,i.eied. but a glance improved road became known as the i and
As a result of it
enterprise.
sections Portland & Rumford Falls R. R.
sidential
there is distributed in weekly wage
..ition of surprise.
Having thus overcome the great j a
of
payroll
$60.000—or $3*000.000
[
each year by the corporations owing
their existence and being to the development of a great natural resource of our State.
Thousands of
dollars in taxes are paid to the State
each year by these corporations and
(he consequent domestic and mercantile life of the community.
vI

^

FALLS—THE

ulil

liUUoCo

10,000

recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound too highly to women
i passing through the) Change of Life.
—Mrs. Frank Henson, 1316 S. Orchade
; St., Urbana, 111.
Women who suffer from nervousness,
“heat flashes,” backache, headaches
ami “the blues” should try this famous
root and herb remedy Lydia E. Pink-

j

Vegetable Compound.

ham’s

pulaiion

■

Manufacturing

.j..
;

5
|

|
;

(

i

Wont

....

..1.:

A

.1

J

.1

detailed accounts concerning the various activities of this community,
for building a town involves many
important features in addition to
erecting power plants and establishing industries That the needs of this
community were met by liberal dona
tions of land for streets, churches,
schools, and parks is in keeping with
the farsightedness of Mr. Chisholm
whose vision did not stop with industrial development. He recognized the
fact that a contented workman with
happy home surroundings is not attained simply by the weekly pay roll.
remarkable character of the
erected for housing the*
workmen of the great manufacturings
industries has been supplemented
a judicious regard for recreation and;
relaxation from toil that should be at
j
once
clean and uplifting.
To this!
has
been
there
erected
on
the?
end_
The

dwellings

by|

1

VIEW

OF

RUMFORD

to

f

f
s.

j
it..

S
£
|
1

Liiir

\.n.

mi

FALLS

IN

1890.

difficulties of the beginnings of the
town. Mr. Chisholm pressed on and on,
and later was instrumental in establishing the great Continental Paper
Bag mill and still later that noteworthy industrial organization known
as the Oxford Paper mill.
To show the importance of the result of the development of the water

streets and in a
be found a class
fa character and eleo
most places whose
-.1
largely made up of
J tlieir families. Atresidences with ample,
i»y trees native to the j
The stranger learns
Mat these line homes

\

main.business

street

a

spacious Club;

House known as the Rumford Me-'
chanics Institute where young and!
old may and do meet in social intercourse and healthful sport.
The club
is maintained by a large membership
of citizens augmented
by generous
assistance of the corporations of the
town.

I

j

and that giving to
unusual attractivelie workers superior
fuifillment of the
|.!i.m of tlie founder of
the late Hugh J.
Ns

p-

i

1

about the year
about to build
'immunity that will
i:
memorial to his inand pluck. He saw
ni of this great nata
the Androscoggin,
which today are realthat

j
;

in

j

t

i'

I'
I

1

ls

set

ho know Rumford Falls
N established and busy
i!
slight- conception of
.'•rgy. the far sighted
ri ise of supreme faith
■gements, and the wearall the transformation
hamlet to the bustling

munity

was

waterfall may be beauti‘i

-ames.
It is
j an'agebuii'i
dam and

^

a

TYPICAL

HOMES

OF

RUMFORD

FALLS

’’

accom-

:!e e.vs, its grandeur may hold
awe but until the power of
> is harnessed no Industrial

;*

of no use
direct the

Falls and its
power at Rumford
meaning to the State of Maine, it is
necessary to compare the conditions
at that place before the late Mr.
Chisholm began his masterly work of
converting an ihsignificant settlement
Previous to
into a prosperous town.

The

characteristic energy of the
original founder has descended to
younger but equally energetic hands,
and the same desire to utilize every
natural advantage and to create added Industries to utilize added development is constantly, manifest.
Among the noteworthy accomplishments of recent date should be mentioned. the construction of the Great
Aziscohos Dam at Magalloway ^4 interest in which is owned by the Rumford Falls Power Company and which
development materially increases the
available power at Rumford Falls.
This new source of power has made
possible the re building of the Rumford Falls Power Company Dam, and
the installation of new equipment
that gives an additional 10,000 h. p.
to the former capacity. 3,000 h. p. of
this new development is to be utilized
by a new industry known as the
Maine Power Sales Company.
This
plant for making Ferro-silicon has
Just been completed and started oper-

ating.

I

RUMFORD

FALLS

POWER

COMPANY PLANT,

To such loyal sons of Maine are we
in everlasting debt.
No measure of
success attained by them is unmeritfor
in
ed,
acquiring a competency for
themselves they have given most
generously to the public good, and
have created opportunity and wealth
to thousands of individuals as well as
added millions to the valuation of
our common inheritance.

1918

___

f°L'RTH

LIBERTY LOAN.

^'Ba'gn

of the Fourth Liberty
28th and closes
While the amount has
announced, it is generally
*1 l)e for 8 larSer amount
°‘, the
preceding loans. The

fc!'!"8, September

l)„
bttn ,,e"
ha.

tr.,'’

Peoh!ei therefore,

are

called

Ktta larger

hi,

sum of money in a
8th °f time than ever before.
therefore, for prompt acan<f efficient work and

ku,,***1'
'ManJ'rJ
subscriptions.
tb,v° “heral
sreat
n!

•t

fet,

“e

inspiration for a great
‘tews from the battlefront
American heart, not only
and patriotism but with a

t>rjd.ery

! force, obey it, and leaving the others
great incentive io do his or her pWl- :
mingle with the substance of its tissue
There is no shirking, no shifting of the ,
and are changed into its own true anc
*
individual burden, no selfishness by Amer- j
proper nature.”
ican soldiers in France; there should be ;
How important it is that the blooc
!
the
;
We are both supporting
none here.
should be pure and rich, not loaded witl
same country and the same cause—-our j
worn-out and useless matters! Hood’:
another,
in
ourselves
j
Army in one way,
Sarsaparilla purifies and enriches th<
Theirs is the harder part, but at least we |
blood, and does all it is possible for medi
can do oug part as promptly and loyally
tune to do in the way of perfecting assimand efficiently as they^do^theirs.
ilation and building up the whole system
When you have made up your mind t<
i1 take Hood’s
How the Body is Nourished.
Sarsaparilla, insist on havini
it—don’t accept a substitute, for no BubThe bodily process known as
acts
like
it.
stitute
tion is well explained in these words: “As
the blocd, in its circulation, approaches
'There is plenty of room for your nami
are approany organ* the portions that
on The Journal subscription list.
priate for this organ feel its attractive

|

|

assimjla-

!

i

|

secondary organisms produces a soft,
mushy, stinking decay which is too familiar to the experienced potato grower
lo require

description.

Fungi as a rule reproduce themselves
by means of relatively simple bodies
called spores which serve a similar purpose to that of the seeds of higher plants.
The late blight fungus belongs to a class
of which several representatives produce
a
reproductive body capable of living
over winter out of doors.
The results of
certain investigations have indicated a
on
the
of
the
late blight
tendehcy
part
fungus to do this, but there is no conclusive evidence that these bodies ever
develop sufficiently to function in this
way.

10c. and 15c.

The only vyay that late blight lives
over winter is by means of tubers affected with dry rot.
Repeated observations
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
show that partially decayed seed pieces
from such tubers, when planted, are
stimulated to early germination.
The
fungus attacks the young sprouts and
spreads to the parts above ground.
j Vho by special arrangement has all the later
It then tnrows out branches on the surface upon which are produced large numpatterns all the time.
bers of delicate, thin-walled spores. The
S^NO WAITING TO SEND.
spores fall on near-by leaves of healthy
plants, germinate and send a fungus
thread into the tissues. Here the fungus
SCHOOL OUTFITS.
branches and ramifies through the leaf,
killing the tissues and eventually proSmart, Practical Toggery for Growing
brownish
ducing the characteristic
Girls. Materials and Models.
blotches on the leaf. The under sides of
the outer portions of these diseased areas,
i
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
more especially in the morning or
on
NEW York, Sept. 9.
Her mother’s rainy or cloudy
days, show a delicate
wait a bit for replenish- frosty covering made up of hundreds of
wardrobe
may
I
fungus branches, each carrying numer; ment but with the opening of school the
ous spores.
All of the above takes place
girl’s outfit demands immediate attention. before the owner of the field is aware
Summer suns and strenuous sports, to ! that the disease is there- If the lower
say nothing of growing propensities, have leaves of the healthy plants are thorcoated with bordeaux mixture
put a good many garments out of the oughly
early in the season and spraying is folrunning, and it takes clever planning to lowed up to protect new growth the dissalvage enough right looking things to | ease cannot get beyond the first stage
mentioned above, for the protective
last until cqld weather arrives.
spray is on the leaf in advance of the
Fortunately, wash things continue to i
spore of the fungus.
be the choice for school purposes, even j
The spores of the late blight fungus are
among people whose purse strings are also readily killed by drying. Hence hot
long and elastic, which makes things sunshiny weather checks the spread of
the disease while moderately cool, cloudy
easier for the majority. Skirts may be ;
or rainy weather favors it.
The spores
with
tucks
that
hide
lengthened
piecing, have no means of getting from plant to
or yokes of various kinds, and sweaters plant of themselves but they are light and
brighten and smarten the simplest and are very likely readily carried by the
Once the upper leaves are disleast attractive skirt or frock. Everyone wind.
eased it is evident that those below may
now knows some form of dye that brings
be infected as the result of spores falling
on them
Rainfall both by washing and
a faded frock back to its pristine beauty,
spattering is undoubtedly an important
factor.
Moreover, if temperatures are
right the spores of the fungus, instead of
germinating directly, mav each produce j
several free, swimming bodies which j
move about in films of rain or dew on the !
1
leaf. After they come to rest they also
throw out germ tubes which penetrate
the leaf tissues and thus start new centers
of disease.
Simple contact of diseased
and healthy parts either caused by being
blown by wind or movement produced by
j
Potaany other agency is also a factor.
to tubers become infected as the result of
the spores being washed down into the
soil from the diseased leaves.
There is a common notion that insects
are an. important factor in the spread of
this disease and this seems to be a reasonable supposition. Some unpublished observations made by the pathologist of
this Station as the result of an outbreak
of late blight in an experimental greenhouse bear on this point. Circumstantial
evidence strongly indicated that cither
the flea-beetle or the potato aphid were
the responsible agents in carrying the
disease from the field to the greenhouse,
but positive proof was not obtained. No
positive evidence was obtained that the
spores of the fungus adhered to the bodies
of the aphids. On the other hand it was
apparent that the flea-beetle might act as
a carrier, but this was by no means the
universal rule where they were taken
from plants on which an abundance of
the spores of the late blight fungus were

We will win this

being produced.

McCa-1 Design
as

easily used

as

Charles D.

the “blueing” familiar

to every laundress, so wash things can
go often to the tub, yet keep fresh and

Woods, Director.

OUR ORr ERS.
Written in 1861

by Julia Ward

Howe.

attractive. One can indulge in pretty, Weave no more silks, ye Lyons looms,
To deck our girls for gay delights;
delicate colorings without the dpad of
what the wash will do to them, and spend For the red flower of battle blooms
And solemn marches fill the nights.
time on smocking, knowing that the
Weave
but the flag whose bars today
garment will last.
Droop heavy o’er our early dead.
New Sweaters.
And sombre garments, coarse and grey,
For orphans that must earn their bread.
The latest thing in sweaters shows a
collar that assumes cape -like proportions, And ye that urge the war of words
when its scarf ends are left open, or
With mystic fame and subtle power,
closes up well about the throat in smart Go, chatter to the idle birds,
comfort when more protection is needed.
Sweater coats, both sleeved and sleeve-

less,

are

made up in all sorts of

materials,

becoming and practical for
age girlish figures.

and

are

aver-

Or teach the lesson of the hour!

*

Ye Sibyl Arts, in one stern knot
Be all your oflices combined;
Stand close, while Courage draws the lot,
The destiny of humankind!

And if that destiny could fail,
The sun should darken in the sky;
Kimona cut blouses that vie with smacks The eternal bloom of Nature fail,
And God and Truth and Freedom die!
for youthful wearers, are easily made and j
are shown among the most exclusive imBlouses.

ported models.
material and
which is

a

are

These require very little
especially easy to make,

consideration when everyone
employed with civic and war

work to be willing to give too much time
to domestic sewing.
Coats and

Trimmings.

The best coats are loose saque styles
with little variations in the placing of

belts, pockets and collars that make them
attractive. Good patterns, easily obtainable, make it possible for clever people to
fashion these at home and save money
for thrift stamps, arid atnall pieces of fur
can be used effectively for trimmings, or
the material itself make the auffcient

garniture, if that is preferable.
VERONA CLARKE.

Sour

(Stomach

Mi-o-na Puts the Stomach in Fine

Shape in

Five Minutes.
If yoUr stomach is continually kicking
up a disturbance; you feel bloated and
distressed; if you belch gas and sour food
into the mouth, then you need Mi-o-na
Stomach Tablets.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets give instant
relief, of course, but they do more, they
drive out the poisonous gases that cause
fermentation of food and thoroughly
clean, renovate and strengthen the stomach so that it can readily digest food
without artificial aid.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guaranteed to end indigestion, acute or chronic,
This means that nervor money back.
ousness, dizziness and biliousness will
disappear. Druggists everywhere and A.
A. Howes & Co. sell Mi-o-na. e

war—■

Nothing else really matters until we do !

ESSIE P. CARLE

is too much

it

so

I cannot

extent in all but the most
fields over a considerable area of the potato growing sections
if the State, a discussion of the manner
n
which the disease spreads and the
igencies concerned therein is timely.
As is well known late blight, often incorrectly called “rust,” is caused by a
fungus which not only destroys the foliige but causes a destructive rot of the
,uber as well. Frequently the greatest
oss comes from tuber decay.
Typically
his is a dry rot, causing a rustv-brown
liscoloration of 4he outer portions of the
uber.
In severe outbreaks, occurring in
he field at harvest time and sooh thereifter, the disease on the tuber progresses
vith great rapidity and the entrance of
some

horoughly sprayed

1

The Flavor Lasts

PRESTON'S
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON
I have
our

single

patronage is solicited.

A Waldo

STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if de3!reC‘
Telephone—stable. 18-2; house, 18-3.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

and double hitches,

County Boy

Probate

in

England.

Notices.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has beer/
duly appointed administrator, with the will an
Mrs. Charles Atkinson of North Searsnexed, ot the estate of
FANNIE E, SYLVESTER, late of Belfast,
mont, writes home from somewhere in
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
England under date of August 1st:
I
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
Dear Mother and All:—We have landed
demands against the estate of said deceased
safely in England and are now in a rest i are desired to present the same for settle-

Horace Barker, only

son

of Mr. and

■

ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to my authorized agent, George W. Miiler, Belfast. Me.

camp for awhile.
There was only

that I was
one day
j
EUGENE BROWN.
anywhere near being seasick and then I !
Worcester, Mass., July 9, i918.
I got so I
Before
we
landed
kept going.
j
did not notice the rough seas and enjoyed |
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subthe latter end of the trip.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
The port at which we landed gave us a | duly appointed administrator of the estate of
great reception, or rather the people did.
ARLETTIE MY’RICK, late of Belfast,
They turned out en masse and lined the in the
of
dec
and

streets on both sides.
We were treated
to soft beer, crackers and cigarettes.
The first march we made was quite
hard on us as we had been so long on
board and did not get much exercise.
This country, or all that I have seen of it,
is really wonderful, the land being nearly
level with but a few rolling hills and the
valleys have small quiet streams. Every
foot of land available is under cultivalion and in pasture. The farms are small
but nearly all taken up with gardens
which are laid out just exact, every row
being as straight as it could possibly be
made.
It is the latter part of the haying season here and grain is
being cut also.
There is a lot of grain raised, rye, wheat,
oats and barley. I noticed that most of
the hay rakes used were of the side delivery typ. and they leave the hay in
small windrows so that the hay carts
with a loader on behind can be run directly over them; the loaders are used

County

Waldo,

eased,

given

bonds as the law directs.
At! persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are req uested to make
payment immediatelv
FRANK A. CUSHMAN.
Belfast, Me, August 13. I91»

|

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
The subhereby gives notice that she has been
appointed administratrix of the estate of
ALFRED W. BER. Y, late of Stocxton

scriber

I duly

ji

Springs,

j in the County of Waldo, deceased,

j

and giver;
bonds as the law directs
All per* ons having
demands against the estate of sai d deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement*
and all indebted thereto are request ed to make

payment immediately.

i

MARIA M. BERRY
Stockton Springs, Me., August 13, 1918

;

the mail from home will be quite a long
time coming for awhile.
I must get ready for supper now
The
everywhere.
time over here is several hours ahead of
The road3 are in fine shape, mostly of American
time, you know.
stone, but they are narrow and there is j
Love to all, from
Horace
not much traffic over them. The houses
Corp. Horace B. Atkinson,
are small and entirely of stone, owing to i
Battery D, 303rd H F. A.,
the scarcity of wood. In the villages |
American Expeditionary Forces
they are close together and all look alike, I
red
and
with their
brick
tile chimneys. |
WOMEN TD3TLRED !
The teams are mostly one horse hitches j
and the wagons are two wheeled jaunting I
cars, but their hayricks are four wheeled j Suffer Terribly with corns because of
High
and short bodied.
heels, but why care now.
Thp

railroads

aro

narrow

tfantfo

and

the cars and locomotives are small but I
Women wear high hue's which buckle
Each car is dimake wonderful speed
up their toes and they suiter terribly from
vided into several compartments, seating j corns. Women then
proceed to trim these
eight people facing front and rear. They i pests, seeking relief, but
they hardly
are
easy
riding and the third class realize the terrible danger from
infection,
coaches are nearly as good as our lirst
says a Cincinnati authority.
class ones. There are tunnels all over
Corns can easily b lifted out with the
the kingdom, some long and some short,
fingers if you will get from any drug
and where the cars are the only light to store a quarter of an ounce
of a drug
be had. The weather is warm here, about called freezone. This is
sufficient to relike the August weather we have at home. move every hard or soft
corn or callus,
The women work everywhere and on the from one’s feet.
You simply apply a few
trains—the trainmen are nearly all boys, drops directly
upon the tender, aching
excepting, of course, the engineers, fire- corn or callus. The soreness is relieved
men, conductors and all responsible ofliat once and soon the entire corn or callus,
cers.
root and all, lifts out without one particle:
We have good food here. The coffee is of pain.
better than that of Camp Devens but
This freezone is a sticky substancethat camp has, of course, more conven- which dries in a moment. It
just shrivels
iences. t changed some money into Eng- up the corn witiiout
inflaming or everu
lish money to buy a few articles, candy, irritating the
surrounding tissue or sKin
etc., from the Y. M. C. A. canteen and I Tell your wife about this.
now
can
tell the value very readily.
The English money consists of halfpenny, Final Action on Prohibition Bill
Again Pu
1 cent; penny, 2 cents; three pence, 8
Over.
24
12
cents; sixpence,
cents; shilling,
cents; half crown, 60 cents; crown, $1.20;
5th.
Final actiou
and sovereign, 96 cents.
The French onWASHINGTON, Sept.
the bill providing for national prohimoney will be harder to reckon, I think; bition after
next July 1st and continuing
as it takes 5 centimes to 1 cent, and so
until the demobilization of American
on.
i
has
been completed after the war,
troops
We have no less than four barbers and I
failed again Wednesday in the Senate
several would-be barbers in our battery, I
to the introduction of amendments
owing
so we will be sheared easily enough The to the
emergency agricultural
English papers give good accounts of the bill to $12,000,000
which the prohibition legislation is
Allies, but the British are quite prone to > attached.
exaggerate some on their side as are the i An amendment
providing for the purGermans for themselves.
chase by the government of all distilled
These letters that I write for awhile
held in bond on July 1st at a price
spirits
will have to do for the whole family but to
be lixed by a commission appointed by
when I get settled down somewhere I will
the President was introduced late today
write to different ones at home. I suppose
|
by Senator Bankhead of Alabama.

4

A

Journal

The Republican

MEDICINAL COMBINATION
And one that had long been needed
and had not seemed to be possible, is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla taken before
eating and Peptiron after eating.
These two great medicines supplement each other in purifying and enriching the blood, strengthening and
toning the nerves, putting life into
the body and color into the fa"c.
Taken in conjunction, they arc the
idea! remedy for the blocl a-d
If a laxative is needed t..„e
nerves.
Hood’s Pills. All druggists.
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with Mrs. Isaac S. Hills.
Belfast

won

in

the finals of

the men’s handicap golf
tournament Sept. 8th in a score of 108 to
118 over Ralph A. Peavey of Dallas, Tex'

THE

ELECTION.

Tuesday morning the following disat
patch from Will H. Hays was received
Republican Headquarters in Augusta,
and

as

far

as

the State election is

con-

j

cerned it tells the whole story.
•To Frank.! Ham, Augusta, Me. Congratulations a thousand times. When
a Goverwe consider it is the first time
nor has been reelected in twenty years,
and when we j
in Maine, by either party
consider that the Second District was
Democratic in 1912 and 1"14 and carried ;
by White by only 500 in Sept. 1916 and
then carried by the Democrats in Nov.
1916 bv over J200, and row Republican
by nearly 3000, and when we consider
the splendid majority of Senator Fernald

and the other congressmen, all tremendous for an off year, we get an idea of
It means
the extent of your success.
much for the party and the consequent,
good of the country which is the first
consideration of us all."—Vi ILL H. Hays.
The Democratic campaign had no logiIt was built upon the
foundation.
cs
sands of sophistry and misrepresentation.
The wise and able Democrats of the State
did not. believe in this and held themselves
The statement that in order lo
aloof.

at Sunday

school, Sept. 8th.
in

Lin-

colnville.
Knox is

Alma Woodbury of
relatives in town.

visiting

This coal and gas range with two
is a wonder for cooking

Esther Hunt is spending
with friends in Bangor.

a

few- days

II!

ovens

|l
|1

Although less than four feet long it can do every kind of cooking for any ordinary
family by gas in warm weather or by coal or wood when the kitchen needs heating.

Miss Madeline Coombs of Belfast was
the guest of Blanche Clements for a part

I

When in a hurry both ovens can be used at the same time—one for roasting and
the other for pastry baking. It certainly does “Make Cooking and Baking Easy’

of last week.
Several from this place attended the
Waldo County Veterans’ Association at

1

the Head of the Tide.
Giddings of Waltham,
Mrs. Ella Littlefield and Mrs. Ida Cross
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. George H.
visited Mrs. Joseph Littlefield, a sick
Jennings at the home of her mother,
friend at Waldo Station, last Saturday.
Mrs. H. G. Hills.
They left Monday for
morning
a few days’ visit in Blue Hill.
j There was a baptism after the
service, Sunday, Sept. 8th. Rena DutMiss Charlotte B. Wadsworth, who lias
ton, Eljner Bryant, Aimer Heal and Wilbeen the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Thomas lie Carter received the ordinance of bapE. Shea, for the summer, has returned to tism and will be given the right hand of
I
Somerville, where she makes her home fellowship next Sunday.
with her grandfather, George W. BurThe Cross and Jackson reunion was
kett, formerly of Belfast. She will enter
held
at the Grange hall Wednesday,
Simmons college this fall. Mrs. Shea
4th. About forty were present. A
will leave this week for her home in New Sept.
fine
dinner was enjoyed followed by
very
auto
Mr.
with
York, making the trip by
a short program consisting of readings,
and Mrs. 'I. George Dodworth, Mrs. AlThe officers for the ensuing
music, etc.
ma Tartoue and J. W. Dougan, who have
Cross of Rockland,
are;
Clarence
year
spent the summer on the North Shore.
President; Riley Jackson, Vice President;
Mrs. Cecil Clay gave a luncheon at the Mrs. Roscoe
Cross, Secretary; Mrs. RusCountry Club Thursday afternoon at one sell Cross, Treasurer.
Miss Marian

^

\

pupils

107

Leona Woodbury is teaching

son, Samuel Heal.

Miss Marian Atkinson is teaching the
East Northport school and is boarding
Read of

MORRILL.

Mrs. Chase of Camden is visiting her

NORTHPORT.

Clarence E.

words to express his delight with the'
gift and the good fellowship it represented. The evening was spent socially and
It was
with general and solo dancing.
the last social event of the club season
and one of the most delightful.

o’clock.

The tables were decorated with

pink sweet peas in an artistic combiAt each place
nation with purple asters.
was a corsage bouquet of the same flowThe placeers tied with purple ribbons.
cards were dainty, the hand-colored
work of Miss Caroline Havener, the
After lunyoung niece of the hostess.
cheon the afternoon was spent before the
open

fire,

of the

many

guests having

their knitting. Those present were Mrs.
G. H. Hall, Mrs. Greenwood, Mrs. Glas-

support the President one must vote the
Democratic ticket was too ridiculous to ter, Mrs. Geary, Mrs. L. K. Hirsh, Mrs.
At this writ- Thomas E. Shea, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Mrs.
catch the.intelligent voter
has Charles Bradbury, Miss Anne M. Kiting it seems that Governor Milliken
The guests were entertained at
about 8000 majority, tnat Senator Fernald tredge.
but dinner at the club by Mrs. Cobe, when
has about 13.000, that every county
Mrs. R. L Flanders and Miss Anna Ayer
one has been carried by the Republicans,
that the Senate will be made up of 28 joined the party.

NURTH ISLbSBORO
Mr. Thomas Sprague of Boston
visitor in town last week.

was

a

Miss Erma Coombs is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Coombs.
Miss Elsie Wyman of Boston is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Wyman.
Mr. Albert Hal! of Southville, Mass.,
in town for a few days last week.

was

Mr.
child

and
are

Mrs.

Warren and
two weeks’ visit

Rawson

in town for

a

with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Veazie of Boston are the guests of his parents, Capt.
and Mrs. Marcellus Veazie.

Capt. Leighton Coombs has moved his
family to Castine, where his daughter,
Leola, is attending high school.
Covers were laid for 65 guests at tables ,Miss
Mrs. Ray Collins and children returned
decorated with red geraniums and green
publican victory and our county returns, foliage. The place cards and favors to their home in Me'rose, Sept. 6th, after
printed :n this issue of the Journal, shows were also in the same color scheme. spending several weeks at the H. M.
that, all things considered, Waldo is the Misses Marian Flanders of Brookline, Coombs bungalow.
banner Republican county of the State.
Caroline Havener of Portland, Julia LitThe children of the Sunday school
tlefield, Grace Mitchell, Katherine Kit- were entertained at the home of the sutredge and Bernice Harriman assisted in perintendent, Miss Lena Rose, Tuesday
serving. The living room was decorated afternoon, Sept. 3rd.
After enjoying

Republ ans and 3 Democrats, and that
the next House of Representatives will
contain about 100 Republicans and 51
It lias been a sweeping ReDemocrats.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury gave a
dinner at the Country Club last Friday.

OH LOOK!

A

Yankee

Junk

Buver.

Ail oid iron at $10 per ton delivered at
Fred Gray’s dooryard. I pay $15 per ton
Will
for any kind of machinery iron.
buv old bags and rags at highest price.
CHAS. B. WALKER.
29tf

red geraniums.
m evergreen trees and
At the rdose of the supper hour Mr. Ira
M. Cobe, in behalf of a number of the

games and music
nanas

club members, presented Mr. 3radbury
with a handsome silver loving cup in ap-

preciatipn

of

his

efficient

services

a

lunch of cocoa, sand-

wiches, cookies, pickles, candy and baserved.

Children Cry

as

While
past two years.
president
oompletely surprised Mr. Bradbury foun^

was

FOR FLETCHER S

the

CAS T ORIA

WINTERPORT.

Mrs. Dyer enters this fall as musical di- I
SANDY POINT.
rectress in the public schools in Zanes- I
m
ville.
Mrs. Lucy J. Dyer accompanied
Miss Amelia Grant of Sangerville visI
1
them home and will remain there for the : ited
here last week.
school year.
Mrs. Thelma Segar is employed as staMizpah Rebekah Lodge held one of its tion agent at West Sebois.
j
usual fine meetings Wednesday evening,
i Fred Perkins of Natick, Mass., spent
was
The
4th.
degree
splendidly 1
Sept.
last w'eek with relatives in town.
conferred on Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Colson.
1
Schools in this district began Monday
Remarks by Sydney C. Thompson and
the same teachers as last term.
!
with
past noble grand, Mrs. Geneva L. ThompEdward Avery has moved his famil>
son, charter members, were listened to
with interest. Two Tine original poems into one-half of the Daniel Cousins

Mr and Mrs, C. II. Libb>
lives in Swanville Sunday

--

Invest Your Money
Where You Can
Watch It
HOME investment is best. When
you buy stock in a home company you

THE

KNOW where you are putting your money.
You can be sure that every cent is spent to
add to the physical property of the company
and to add to its ability to pay dividends on
it is being
your stock. You can know that
handled by responsible men.
The fact that the Central Maine Power
Company preferred stock is issued by a home
industry makes it a particularly attractive investment for Maine People. Company was:

Organized by Maine Men
Is Managed by Maine Men
Largely Owned in Maine
You can personally inspect the property
of the company. You can meet the men who
manage the property. You can go to your
local office and make any inquiries about J:he
stock or about the company—now or at any
time.

Is not this the sort of safe home investment you want—especially when it pays you
1
61-2% net?

Central Maine Power Co.
(of which

the Penobscot

Bay Electric Company

is

a

part.)

Mrs. Willis Cole is ill with neuritis.
Mrs.

Mary Thompson of Boston is

a

dsitor in town.
Mrs.

Clara

iunday for

a

Haley of Prospect arrived
visit.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Wheelden of Ban'or

<

came

Saturday to visit here.

Mrs. Everett Osborne of Bangor reently visited her aunt, Mrs. W. H. Lord.

Miss Marguerite Page began teaching
, he Lowell school Monday morning.

Mrs. Ida Atwood of West
ed her daughter, Mrs. C. 1.
eral days recently.

|
!

Miss
Miss

Edna

Avis,

Harquail
returned

an

to

duties in Castine Monday.
professor and Mrs. S. C.

Washington, I>. C.

were w*

*

of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York

Hattie Clement wa
during Lie meeting
State Spiritualists associate
Mr, and Mrs. Charles La'
Mrs.

I

Etna

given by request? by Carroll T. house.
Young. Refreshments of ice cream and
Harry Elkins of Massachusetts was the
cake were served by Mrs. Effie A. Bar- guest of his uncle, Hubert Erskine and
ton. Mass, were guests of
rows, Mrs. Maud Young and Miss Louise | family, recently.
and family several days last
Miss Grace Thompson, E. M. N. S
A. Smith after the close of the meeting.
1
I Mrs. Charles Hendricks fell and broke
Three of the children in
, fraduate, 1918, will teach this year in The tables were graced with beautiful
her arm one day last week. She is doing E. E. Ritchie are ill with in
|
1 Jeer Isle.
bouquets of dahlias, gladioli and asters, as well as
possible.
E. C. Newcomb of Newbury
Mrs. Bessie Lord of Providence, R. L, which were sent out later to members
Fred Pitcher and family left Thursday * ance.
s
the guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs. who are ill.
for their home in Chelsea, Mass., having
Mrs. Flora Bryant and da
Vugusta Snow.
Alice who have been gue*-1
spent the summer here.
|
PROSPECF JERRY.
C. E. Bartlett, manager of-the Farmer’s
it_u alidi'
«'hn ha« hppr. cnpnrlintf t M. Conant and family return
1
Jnion, was in town Thursday to confer
9th.
left Saturday for his bridge, Mass., Sept.
vacation
here,
his
vith Leon S. Merrill.
Mrs. W. C. Harding and little daughreturn*
Conant
Miss
Edna
Mass.
home in Roxbury,
Mr. and Mrs. r. C. ivnowies and Mrs. ter Justina of Hallowell visited relatives
10th to resume her si.
Sept.
of
Barrows
Charles
Mrs.
and
Mr.
tlice Young visited Mrs. Leslie Hawes in here last week.
Academy. She was accomp
Portsmouth, N. H., were in town, re’rospect Wednesday.
will enter
Percy and Howard Harvard have bought
and wife. brother Tyler who
Griffin
M.
H.
of
guests
cently,
Mrs. Herbert W. Ringwall, who has a Ford car to go to their work in the
!
was cal
C.
Nealey
Lyndon
Mrs. Jay Perkins and children, who
>een very ill, is now recovering at a pri*
shipyard at Sandypoint.
employment in Bangor to u
at
their
summer
cottage,
the
have spent
vate hospital in Bangor.
fast Sept. 4th, for limited .Mrs. M. C. Proctor, who has been visitleft last week for their home in Proviwas among those who let!
[
Mrs. Charles Davis and children of ing her sister, Mrs. G. A. Avery, returndence,' R. I.
noon train for Camp Upton, N
Bangor are guests at the home of her ed to her home in Melrose, Mass., last
Miss Nellie Blanchard returned Tues- I
week.
E. W. Bartlett and famib
nother, Mrs. Moses Snow.
of last week from a motor trip to
*
Miss Louise MacGregor of Koxbury, day
been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A lawn party for the benefit of the Red
i
Camp Devens, having accompanied Mr.
returned to West Pown.i
>oss will be held at the home of Mr. and Mass., is spending two weeks with Mrs.
lett,
and Mrs. A. M. Ames and S. B. Merridrs. F. T. Bussey, West Winterport. Harvey Mitchener and daughter Hazel at
j Bartlett is superintendent of s
thew and family in Mr. Ames’ car.
I the home for feeble-minded,
Public the Carley cottage.
'riday afternoon and evening.
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Butler arrived :
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ginn and children
:ordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clem
visit
in
here Saturday after a week’s
Doris Clements, Mrs. F. 1 !
Mrs. Alice Young left on Saturday’s of Jonesport and Mrs. Morris Ginn and
Mrs. Butler attended the Red
Bath.
i Mrs. Sadie Wells of Lynn, M
>oat for a month’s visit with her son children of Rockland are visiting Mr. and
Cross conference at Augusta as a deleSaturday
ind wife, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Young Mrs. W. H. Ginn.
j ed to Burnham
gate from the Sandypoint Auxiliary.
W. D. Harriman, the Misses Louise
if East Boston. Mrs. Lida Campbell
special meeting of No. Wa
and
other
Mr. and Mrs. George Heath
l grange.
iccompanied her on the trip.
MacGregor and Miss Hazel Mitchener
relatives were in Prospect ose day last
in
Grant
Hattie
called
on
Miss
SandySchools in town began Sept
and
daughMr. and Mrs. Arthur-Smith
of
services
the
burial
attend
week to
point last Thursday.
Elmira Porter is teaching
,er Etlen of Portland came here by auto|
Mrs. Heath’s brother, Charles Grant,
Gertrude Robtr
i Corner, Mrs.
Mrs. W. D. Harriman arrived home
nobile, arriving at the home of his
death occurred in Hampden, | charge of the West Winters
whose
nother, Mrs. David Smith, Monday from Boston last Saturday night, making where he resided.
i and Mrs. Carrie Golden ol
! Springs of the Ellingwood’s Corm
Mrs. Smith returned with the trip from Melrose, Mass., to Waternorning.
G. Clifford received word last
Edward
ville by auto. Mrs. Harriman went to
hem for a visit there.
i
C. C. Clements spent several
that his sister, Mrs. William
I cently in Winthrop, Wilton an
three weeks ago with her son Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Treat of Washington, Boston
C. Small of Nashua, N. H. had passed I where demonstrations were eon
Evander who enlisted in the Naval Re!
3. C., were called here by the serious illMr. Clifford left Friday morning the orchards of that section.
away.
^
1
’I
Mr. serves and he is now in Charleston, S. C.
less of his father, E. Parker Treat.
Mrs. Small was ents, who is President of
to attend the funeral.
he likes fine and that the
that
He
writes
reports
a
in
Society,
been
Pomological
Bangor
Heat, Sr., who had
formerly of this town and has many
U. S. is treating all the boys as well as
apple crop of fine quality.
lospital a week, was brought home Satfriends who extend sympathy to her famnot
be
their mother could and he would
L. A. White and family, Mr *!“, !![.,
is
under
the
and
lrday by ambulance,
H
ily.
C. B. Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. C.
out of it for anything.
v,.
:are of a trained nurse.
E. L. Clement, Mrs. Edna Harqus'
W
WHITE’S
CORNER,
and
Winterport.
Miss
Mrs.
Dyer
Avis Harquail, Mr. and
e
Mr. and Mrs. Amos
ford, Mrs. C. W. Nealey and Mrs ^ ^
iylvia Curtis of Zanesville, O., who have
has gone to North Thompson of Wollaston, Mass.,
Bickford
FLETCHER’S
Laura
Miss
FOR
jeen guests at her old home at Pine
r-t"
among those who visited Camp
Hermon to teach.
Irove Farm, left Friday on their return.
were

Miss Winnifred Nealley is to teach in
■iilford, Maine, instead of Milford, Mass.

|

__
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Children Ory

| CASTORIA

T.

perfect jab

at 2 p. m.
AH members are requested to be present at the next meet-

ing

SIMPLE, BUT SURE CLOSURE.

blossoms.
their real

Quality Standard
Rubber Rings,

Furnished With Best

FRED D.

They

were

as

fresh as in

son

They are now at the
waiting another action.

JONES,

resting up
Lewis, an older

rear

brother, has been sent to Harvard to attend the radio school.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Her 92nd Birthday.

Mrs. Sarah D.

Durgin observed her 92nd birthday MonThe Sons of Veterans Auxiliary wil' day, Sept. 9th, at her home at the corner
i
| of Pearl and Charles streets. On account
Vws ot Belfast.
have a public dance in Redmen’s hall
of a severe bereavement in the family
| Wednesday evening, Sept. 18th.
there were no festivities at the home, but
,\ I RTISEMENTS.
NEW
The Daughters of Veterans will meet her many friends remembered her with
next Tuesday evening in the K. P. hall. flowers, confectionery and
birthday book1
announces an end o
I A picnic lunch will be served at 6.30.
A
lets, cards, etc. Mrs. Durgin is wonderile for Friday and Sat ^
and 21st, to make roon full attendance is desired for a rehearsal fully well preserved for one on the last
iIso offers for sale :
table.
advertises the New Edi
lies music. A necessitj
He als(
war and stsife.
the Eureka Jar wit!
h has been pronouncec

r

canning.
1 heatre publishes theii
for the week,
to nt
Shop succeeds the
nd is open for business

of the work.

!

have

efficient workman anc
mage.
i,i advertises a pair of

j will

j

on

hn<;

to open

of the Supreme
will open at the Court
Sept. 24th, with Justice
term

No

quilts

manufacture

of

gas

Annie L. Barr, librarian,
>ave the stones and also
"fore sending them to the

lighting
City Garage at the corBridge streets, caused an
iarm at 7.30 p. m. Sunday
There was great
.mbers.
s

!
!

j
[

on

the street

rever

the whistles were

thought the danger
ordinary fire.

was

:.3n an

Harris Hyams

a,

of

New

Belfast girl ancl always a
miner visitor, has presented
f the Third Maine Regiment
r

1

I

wool bunting flag 8 by
gift came in response to
Miggestion that it was an
fur some patriotic person to
me

■

msolute need of the company.
1
‘hat she would enjoy it as
members of the company.
Harris, Mrs. Hyams* father,

riptipn to The Journal in

|r

his death she has continmys

its weekly visits with

i«ews.

were guests, Saturday, of Mr. and
Mrs. George Curtis....Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Roberts and their guests visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wentworth in Waldo, Sept. 4th

POOR’S

MiLlf.

Rev. Nathan Hunt

vill have services at the hall next Sun-

clay at 3.30

session the subject of the China Missions
taken up. Among the interesting

wood last week.

The next meeting will
be with Mrs.Ernest Marsh Tuesday,Sept.

articles read was

17th.Mrs. Luella Brown has been visiting friends in the city the past two weeks.

a

letter from Mrs. Alice

Frame, a former Holyoke young
Stevens and family have lady, descriptive of her experiences in
GilchresthouseonChurch this mission field. A picnic supper was
lies G. Abbott house, 35 served at 6 p. m., to which the gentlemen
fur many years known as were invited, and the evening spent
e.
His telephone number socially around a bonfire on the shore.
ied from 234-2 to a single

p.

m.The Ladies Sewing
Mrs. Annabel! Under-

Circle met with

.Mrs. John' Moses is very ill at this
writing.Miss Cassie Banks and W. A.
Banks called on friends here last Sunday.
.Mrs. John Goughian of Rhode Island
and two children are visiting Mrs. Lucy

In response to the call of Mrs. Charles Jackson.Howard E. Wilson is visiting
Bradbury, Waldo county chairman of the his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. WilLiberty-Loan Committee, the following son.A telephone has been installed at
town chairmen were present at the meet- the Pitcher anti Lancaster ranch.Mrs.
ing in the Municipal Court room last Cole has word that her son Carl has gone
Friday afternoon: Belfast, Mrs. Cecil to France.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
North Belfast.
Clay; Stockton, Mrs. Harry Hichborn
and helpers, Mrs. W. H. Morrison and Mason, who have been visiting their
Miss Mary Hichborn; Swanville, Mrs. A. daughter for some time, have returned to
T. Nickerson; Knox, Mrs. B. L. Aborn; their home.. ..The meeting of the Soldiers’
Thorndike, Miss Abbie F'erguson; Isles- Association last week was a great success,
boro, Mrs. Joseph A. Pendleton; Palermo, not far from 300 people being entertained.
Mrs. B. E. Coombs; Waldo, Miss Flora The afternoon program was an interestJohnson and Mrs.
Sprague; Belmont, ing one, with an address of welcome by
Mrs. Grace the pastor, many lively speeches by the
Mrs. Fred A. Marriner.
A. Wing of Auburn, chairman of the old soldiers, songs and recitations by the
State Executive Board, was present with j children. The Liberty Dance by Miss
her secretary, Miss Cobb, who later will ! Olive Morse, dressed in a charming libermail to all the county chairmen detailed ty costume, was especially enjoyed, as
which also in- was the Fisher’s Hornpipe by Miss Mara report of the meeting,
cluded a most inspiring talk by Mayor garet Morse and Miss Doris Swett, dressed
Clement Wescott of Belfast, chairman of as sailors. There were about 57 veterans
the men’s Liberty Loan committee. All present.There will be services both
the points taKen up by Mrs. Wing and morning and evening at the church next
1 he evening service will begin
Mr. Wescott, not already known to the Sunday.
public, were confidential with those with a praise service and will continue
present. The meeting was in reality a with a social service, the subject of which
private conference and the publicity com- will be The Church of the Future. All
mittee present were requested to regard are welcome to participate in this dicusit as such. Not even the amount of the sion. The hour for beginning is 7.30.
Loan has been fixed at Washington, alThe Republicans celebrated Monday
though financiers have estimated it will evening the news of their victory in the
be $6,000,000,000. This will make Waldo
The Belfast
State, county and city.
County’s allotment $600,OOu and Belfast’s | Band called on Representative H. C.
$275,000.
Buzzell, who carried the city by a vote of

--

671 to 287.
Mr.

In response to their concert
a
brief speech of ac-

Buzzell made

The younger boys built
lire on Post Office square, rang the
bells and in their enthusiasm rang in two
fire alarms.
The city gave George I.
Keating, clerk of courts, a complimentary

knowledgement.

The
!

New Edison
“The

I

|
1

|
j

||

j

if

Phonograph

with

a

Does not merely
RE-CREATES it.

a

Soul”

reproduce

vote of 496 to 462.
The only public
gathering in the county was a Republican
rally held in Custom House square Friday evening, with Hon. Bert-M. Fernald,

music, it

j|

The family circle is not
without one.

complete

With it the voices and playing of
may be heard just as the
'artists themselves sing or play.

great artists

j

candidate for United States senator, as
the principal speaker. H. C. Buzzell of
Belfast also made

Saturday
evening the Democrats held a rally in the
Belfast Opera house, the principal speaker
being Obadiah Gardner of Rockland.
remarks.

In these times of war and strife
music is essential and the purchase of
a- phonograph is not a luxury but a

j

a

spiritualist meeting

at

Colonial Theatre.
“Right Here in Belfast” Local Movie to be
Repeated Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

The temperature of Tuesday,Sept. 10th,
was 29 degrees in contrast to 40 on Sept.
sec10, ’17. Frost injured crops in many
tions and ice

was

Current Features the Latest and Best.

Mrs. Cecil Clay, chairman of the Bel-

Ralph Ames.
W. S. S. Merchants’ Week—All the
stores in Belfast and many in the county
are giving up their own interests this
week in pushing the sales of the W. S.
S. and they depend on the people in their
territory to make it the success it should
Take pride in your city and town
be.

Thursday,evening

speakers. Show your interest by attending and also investing.
The New Belfast Fair. The New
Belfast Fair opened its two days’ session
it the well kept grounds last Tuesday.

Considering the times when so many
the attendance
nisy with war work, etc.,
The exhibits were of
was very good.
the best quality in years. The racing
As
was fine and very well conducted.
are

the premiums and gratuities were not
ready to use in this issue the report of
the various departments will be given in
full in our next issue. The anti air craft
machine gui under the command of Lieut

Scruton, Sergt. Zygmont Dobrydin,
Corp. August Sclicker and Carpenter’s
Mate Frea Sutherland of the Portland

A.

feature of the first afternoon.
Sutherland did good work in sell war
savings stamps under the direction of
forts was

a

James H. Howes.

Tuesday’s Races.
Purse,
Hawkins, big, Newbert, Bos2.30 Pace, 2.27 Trot.

JONES.

ton.3111
Damariscotta.2
Doone,

bs,

2

2

5

6

4

3

3
5

3

Bryant,

Augusta.4

May Hal, bm, Gray, Belfast .5
Hereward, Montgomery, Com-

4

7 6 4
den..
Toss Boy, bg, Walton, Thorn.6 8 7
dike .•
.8 7 8
Twilight, Gray, Bluehill
Time—2.21 1-4, 2.19 1-4, 2 20, 2.23.
2.20 Pace, 2.17 Trot.

Mae

|

7

•'

Marsh, Friday.

Goldwyn

I

presents, Friday, versatile
Mae Marsh in a powerful drama of the
secret service by an internationally famotis author.
The combination of Mae
Marsh, Irvin S. Cobb and Goldwyn is
one hard to equal.
When it is known

Parties from Rockland with a crew of
are cutting oak ship timber on Frye’s

men

mountain,

! George
!

L.

bought of Rufus Lovell and
Frye. Part of the crew are

camping in the old Frye schoolhouse.

Flora

Young will

enter

High school at

Belfast this fall.

Georgie Woodbridge is visiting in Rockport for a few days.
Ruth Hurd has left for Rockland wheaa
she will attend High school.

Adelia Thompson opened school in the
Rackliffe district last Monday.
Mr. and

Alphonse Wentworth

Mrs.

in Searsmont last Sunday.

Tranquility hall Oct. 3rd, followed by
dance in the evening.

a

George Dickey and friend, Mrs. Florence
McDonald, of Bostoa are visiting wit h his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Dickey.
be a dance at Tranqu'lity
Wednesday evening, Sept. 13th,
Refreshments will be
with good music.
There will

hall

on

All

served.

invited to attend.

are

WHY
PAY
MORE
Sugar per lb.,
Prunes, 2 lbs, for
Rest Molasses, per ga!.,

9c.T
25c.
85c.

Pure Cider

Vinegar, for
Pickling,

43c,
10c.

Chalmer's Gelatine,
lobacco, 3 Pieces for

25c.
4'c.

Onions.
All Soaps, per bar,
Potatoes, per peek,

Cabbage,

per

6c.
40c.

lb.,

1,c.

ALL GOODS DELIVERED

Dutch Bros’
CUT PRICE CASH STORE

For Sale
A USED FORD CAR in first-class
Sold cheap for cash.
running order.
Apply to
J. F. PRESCOTT,
6 Grove Street, Belfast.

“An automobile party, consisting of Mr.
an abEverett Cooley -of Palm/ra,
sorbing detective story abounding in sur- and Mrs.
prises, thrills and pathos, with a baffling
mystery confronting the star, it will be
o 1<=3][o1 i
:
—=301
|c
seen that Mae Marsh
plays the most unthat “The Face in the Dark” is

usual role of her career.
She proves
herself not only an actress of extraordiand
nary pathos
appeal, but a dominating
figure in tense situations and a big, smashing climax. She is a new Mae Marsh,
star of a distinctly different
play, a star
who combines with her winsomeness and
delicate graces all the force of a mature
melodramatic figure. Also on Friday a
Christie Comedy and the Animated

!
■

--znoi

~—

1 Who’s Your Printer? |
o

"pi

Weekly.

MR. W. T. TUCKER has leased the Job Department
of the Waldo County Herald Publishing Co. and is now
open for business.

[o]

Book, Job, Commercial Printing

Jack Pickford and Louise HulT, Saturday.
Appearing in their latest Paramount
picture, “Sandy,” Jack Pickford and
charming Louise Huff will be highly popular attractions Saturday. This is a
splendid story of life in Kentucky and

O

We will endeavor to give you better service than
and respectfully solicit your business.

ever
o

[

TUCKER PRINT SHOP

is redolent of the aroma of
fresh cut blue grass in days reminiscent
of those when chivalry ruled. Sandy is
a cheerful, brave Scotch lad, who follows
the girl of his dreams to her ancestral
home where, after a series of thrilling
adventures, he makes her his bride. How
every scene

(Successor to Herald Job Print)

Herald

Belfast, Maine

Bridge Street,

Building,

ro

ps?«. MrsJE.'p! Carle
Announces

ro

ro

June Powers, bm, Grant, Ban'2
gor.
Sadie Asbourne, chm, Farwell,
•*
Unity..
Lady Booker, chm, Field, Bel-

fast .3
Robert W., rog, Benner,Waldo-

2

4

2

3

2

To make space tor

our

unusual fall stock

we

have culled out all short

{

X

#

lengths of

Woolen Dress Goods, Summer Goods,Silks,Ribbons,Etc.
All Waists Will Be Closed. >

boro.4443

Time, 2.19 1-4, 2.21, 2.22 1-4, 2.23.
Farmers’ Race. (Waldo County Horses
Without Records.) Purse *25.
1 1
1
Joe Hunter, Bean, Brooks
.232
Dewey, Johnson, Brooks.
.4 2 4
Leewana, Cox, Freedom
Belfast.3 4 3
Topsy Braden, Littlefield,
.5 5 dr
Agnes M., Moore, Jackson
.6 dr
Bessie C., Knight, Monroe
Time, 1.13 1-4, 1.13, 1.13.
...

..

To

keep

up our

reputation

of

always giving good

values

we

shall make

a

special sale

I
•

Eni of Season

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 20 and 21.

111
3

an

.

CLEARANCE SALE

ro

Purse *125.

of the outfit Address the
WINDSOR HOUSE STABLE,
Belfast, Maine.
37

'ZZ..:,-

Scott Knight passed the week-end in

Augusta.

J125J

Belbin, bs, Gallagher, Belfast .12
bm, (Hall),
Lottie Roberts,
Bonnie

in town

was

j

and invest. All of our readers know the
necessity of money by the government
and should not allow this matter to drag

the cause, a mass meeting will be held at
the armory in the Opera House this,
at 8 o’clock, with local

A large number from here went to Unity
Fair last week.

Thursday’s feature will be the Metro
five part play “The Winning of Beatrice”
Lee Carter will attend the Belfast High
starring May Allison. “The Winning of
Beatrice” is a story of business and the school this fall and board with his uncle,
modern girl. It shows that a woman
may Ralph M. Carter.
be a business success without losing
any
Mrs. Clifton Morse is in Freedom, takof her feminine charm or womanliness.
It is Idled with tense, dramatic situations, ing care of Mrs. EKvood Hart, who has a
being built around a truly dramatic theme. son, born Wednesday, Sept. 4th.
Beatrice (Miss Allison) succeeds not only ;
in winning a fortune for herself after her
Gardner Tibbetts is at home from Banfather dies, but in clearing his
memory I gor, where he has had a position at the
of the shame a rascally partner has placed 1
Ayre stock farm. He intends to enter
upon it.
Miss Allison in “The Winning
°f Beatrice” has the support of Hale the University of Maine this fall.
Hamilton, of “Get-Rich-Quick WallingMr. E. E. Gay, Cecil Gay, Mrs. A. T.
ford” fame. Mr. Hamilton has the part
of an up-to-date advertising manager of Gay, Mrs. F. L. Gay and Miss Edwina
whirlwind methods. The Official War Berry attended the Veterans meeting at
Review shown also
Thursday, scenes of Head of the Tide, Belfast, Sept. 5th. Also
our gallant
boj’s, our brave allies and
Mrs. Eliza Wamany thrilling scenes on the battlefront. Mrs. Rebecca Poland and
terhouse.

Saturday, Sept. 28th: Mrs. O. E. Frost,
Mrs. Fred R Poor, Mrs. S. A. Parker,
Mrs. Harry W. Clark, Mrs. Fred Racklitfe,
Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker, Mrs. Warren A.
Nichols, Mrs. John A. Fogg, Miss Georgia
Sheldon, Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury, Mrs.
Belle Cates, Miss Ethel Rogers, Mrs.

along.
Howes,

Miss Virgie Cain is attending school in
Gardiner.

May Allison, Thursday

fast committee on the Liberty Loan drive,
has appointed the following assistants in
the canvas for the sale which begins

Under the direction of James H.
who is giving up everything to

CENTER MON rVILLE.

In connection with the regular features,
the local movie, showing local scenes and
featuring a cast of local talent, will continue to be shown Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week.

reported in Morrill.

A team was stolen from the Windsor
House stable Monday, Sept. 9th. Black
a litmare, weighing about 1,000 pounds,
tle low headed, with a spot or defect on
box
buggy
the right eye; an open piano
with banner springs, blue broadcloth upA
liberal
condition.holstery, all in good
reward will be given for any information

Call in and hear your favorite records,
V
No obligation whatever.

FRED D.

'I'ljgrg will be

Victor Grange hall, Searsmont, Sept,
Wentworth of
loth, at 1 o’clock. Mrs.
Lincolnville will be the speaker.

on

g

|
•

Cloths g
Outing Flannels and Pajama
•
until 2.00

STOLEN

necessity.

j

well shown in “Rebecca” “Stella Maris,” “Amarilly of Clothesline Alley,”
“M’liss,” all entirely different characOn Wednesday, also, the
terizations
first episode of that thrilling and patriotic
serial, “Boy Scouts to the Rescue” will
Five dramatic episodes showbe shown.
ing Baden Powell, founder of the Boy
the
way the scouts have helpScouts,and
ed toward winning the war are combined
with a plot of interest to young and old
alike.
so

.Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Curtis of North-

..

afternoon and evening at the Craig cottage at the Battery. At the afternoon

Brown

placed in the Belfast
peach stones,
valuable in producing car-

re-

on

was

the Red Cross.

receive

and

port

The Woman's Auxiliary of the North
church were entertained last Wednesday

Star club, D. of V., will
Annie M. Frost, ThursSept. 18tb, to work on

ii

Day,

present.

ilhrook of Waterville pre-

■

THE DINSWORE STORE

returned to

Parker Resigns. Miss MelShortly after noon in a two1
Searsport avenue only one i vina V Parker, for 13 years first assisttnt and teacher of French and mathecar was seen and that was a Belfast phyA number matics in the Belfast High school, has
sician on a professional visit.
the afternoon, hut •esigned to teach the same studies in the
were
seen later in
nearly all of them were strangers in Bangor High and will go to Bangor Frilay. Mr. Hal R. Eaton, princpal of the
large touring cars.
Bangor High, was also principal of the
Charles Getchell. who has been spendBelfast High vyhen Miss Parker began
ing a short vacation from tiis duties as ler work here. Mr. C. W
Proctor, the
stenographer at Washington, D. C., with lew sub-master of the
Bangor High, has
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost, left Sat- 11 so been
principal of the Belfast High
urday morning for Camp Devens. He while Miss Parker was assistant. Miss
has been designated as assistant in the
’arker resigns as chairman of tile Waldo
office of the Waldo County Exemption
Bounty council of defence, of the war
will
receive
his
and
Board and
equipment
work department of the Y. M. C. A., as
instructions at Camp Devens before recollector of the Unitarian church and as
turning here. He was in the County’s measurer of the Unitarian Alliance. Her
first draft, but was placed in class five on
nother and sister will remain in Belfast
account of defective eyesight.
or the

is scarlet fever in the

lo

Ipsiyich, Mass.,

tion at Oakland Park Labor

the first.

week to Sept. 23rd,

Four hospital

in

Miss

mile walk

Ladies’ Circle will
afternoon, Sept 18th,
Pierce, Cedar street,

n

A.

iVlary Pickiord, Wednesday
Wanted—A good cook, not too good
looking, but just average. That isn’t the
way it was advertised, but it might have
been for all the good it did pretty “Jean
Mackaye,” an impoverished aristocratic
girl, when she sought a situation as a
cook. The applicants for a cook’s position just wouldn’t have “Jean” because
they were afraid—well, they couldn’t
“get it” that good looks and good cooks
could have anything in common.
Mary
Pickford plays “Jean” in her next picture, “How Could You Jean?” which will
be displayed at the Colonial Theatre next
Wednesday and it gives her another opportunity to display her rare versatility,

her home in Northport Friday.Several
people from here attended the celebra-

The second Sunday of gasoline conserwas more generally observed than

-i

,rk.

summer

vation

Windsor House stable,
advt.

1

are guests of Mr.
W. Roberts.. .Miss Verna
who has been spending the

Mrs.

Greenlaw,

year.

casework wanted at 31

v

Mrs. Annie Ather-

Mrs. Hamlin of Brooks
and

membership badges will be issued this

Power Co. tells how
your money, where
m a home company,
mg Factory wants a

r

i

children, Vaughan and Guy, of
Lowell, Mass., Mrs. Emma Roberts and

where she attended the funeral

the usual features and attractions.

ue

advisable

|

Mr.

port. a delightful time. Mrs. G. P
A three days’ fair will Fletcher, who has been spending the
be run by them.
'
be held on Sept. 17th, 18th and 19t.h with summer in N e\v York,has returned home.

medium, give notice
he Colonial restaurant

not

son-in-law,

ton and

The property of the Waldo and Penob-

iricc cash store,

,-ie

her

SOUTH Belfast.

scot Agricultural Society has been taken
over by the mortagees and the fair will

Store is advertising
woman’s 7 1-2 inch maud for five dollars,

crhnols

the lower floor and basement i

of Mrs. Sarah Pascal of that place.

a

(■>iiit

and

herself

Charles H. Crpsby.

Mrs. Mary Tarbox, Past National Pres.
Ladies G. A. R., was the guest of T. H.
Marshall Circle at their regular meeting,
Tuesday, Sept. 10th, coming here from

J Rockport,

Inquire at 35

quoting some prices

occupy

for

next the Colonial boarding house.

.1'

found.

been

Theatre building on Phenix Row to the
Dunton block on High street, where they

commercial printing.

-,.i

Water Company’s offices
moved from the Colonial

dollars buys this Women’s
7 1-2 inch Dark Mahogany
Kobe Calf, Military heel and
arch, Goodyear Welt Walking
Boot. You will pay a Dollar
more elsewhere and still get
good value. We also have
the same model in Gun Metal
and remember we said Goodyear Welt—which means a
lot now-a-days.
By Parcel Post 10c. extra.

i

Belfast

Amasa Heal of

Sunday.

J. Warren Kerrigan, Tuesday
Carrie Clark passed a few days at her
One of the finest photoplays yet shown I
at the Colonial, comes on Tuesday next, home, returning to Camden Sunday.
“A Man’s Man,” a Paralta six part play,
Miss Flora Young of Camden is visiting
starring popular J. Warren Kerrigan.
“A Man’s Man” is a thrilling story of with Mrs. Myrabell Russ fora few weeks.
the adventures of a young American in a
Mr. and Mrs. John Daily and Mrs. E.
South American republic. Mr. Kerrigan
plays the part of the young American in T. Churchill of Camden called on friends
Re- in town last Sunday.
a
way that will win your heart.
member, “A Man’s Man,” next Tuesday
The Lincolnville fair will be held at
only.

FIVE!

decade to the century mark and her mind
is as alert as many at the 75 mile stone
She keeps the home
on life’s journey.

The Belfast

LINCOl.NVILLE CENTER.

were

|

nler

Mrs. J. J. Clements.

Wilham S. Hart, Monday
To play the star role and also direct the
picture is a large order, but William S.
Hartdoesboth most excellently in “Shark
Monroe,” his latest Artcraft Picture to be
produced under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince,
which will be'shown next
Monday. Thestellarroleis that of Shark
Monroe, the captain of “The Gull,” a
sealing schooner, and the story tells how
Shark comes to love a beautiful girl from
the* east, and how he follows her up the
Great White Trail, in Alaska, where he
rescues herfroma “buzzard of the north,”
proves his courage and wins her love. It
is an unusually thrilling picture, finely
produced and has an exceptionally brilliant cast of screen players. A Burton
Holmes travelogue and a Klever Comedy
will also be shown Monday.

Eugene,
of Lewis Gannon,
has been made corporal in the Headquarters Co. of the 76th Field Artillery. Corp.
Gannon crossed the Marne and was
under gas 8 hours with his company.

j

JAR.

both

Mr. and Mrs. Ueorge Cooley and three
children of Oakland, were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gay and Mr. and

program.

season.

second

NATIONAL AND STATE AUTHORITIES
PRONOUNCE IT

THE PERFECT

there will be business of impor-

Mrs. T. E. Thomas of Morrill brought
to The Journal office Wednesday a small
box of field strawberies and a cluster of

STRAIGHT SIDES

y

as

tance.

IDEAL FOR CANNING METHODS

Size

this is accomplished, is a matter that will
interest the old and young alike, and
curiosity is satisfied only by seeing the
picture. A Pathe Comedy and the Hearst
Pathe News complete this fine week-end

every

Tuesday

The Eureka Jar

I

Marshall Circle will meet

4 hours each

day from 10.00

a. m.

p.

m.

If you are needing Outing Flannel Night Robes this winter-BUY NOW—DON’i
WAIT. These goods we purchased last Marc 1 and th j quality Jis all right.
NO MORE TO BE HAD.

g

E. P. CARLE,

Belfast, Maine.
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England

were not ur
to concert pitch was plainly evident as
she picked her way in the late after-'
noon through tlte crowded city streets.
“It is not a question of ’To be or not
to be a Liberty Band-holder, as Mr.
Young said," she declared with a toss
of her pretty .head. “There is no quesI cannot buy even a
tion about it.
fifty-dollar Liberty Bond, and thal
ends it.”
The innocent but disturbing element which was responsible for this
outburst was a little pasteboard box
which Dorothy’s employer had handed to her only a few minutes before,
with the result that conscience Was
fairly beating a tailoo on her heartstrings. She really wanted to do
something to help (lie boys “over
there”, but how could she? she argued.
Yet every time she heard the aggrevating hollow Ihud of the eitaty box
as it swung in the silk bag on her arm, j
she thought of an old but dainty white :
silk stocking tucked away back n her
bureau drawer with three crisp tendollar bills in its toe.
When two years before Dorothy had
secured a position which meant a desk j
and a swivel chair in a large office, it
seemed as if she had reached the pinnacle of success as a business woman,
but she soon found that eighteen dollars a week did not go very far. Indeed. for months the height of her
ambition had been to save enough
money for a new blue suit for fall,
and she thought of it every time her
eye caught sight of the bright new
ring on her finger—blue would look
She had
so nice beside Ray’s khaki.
pinched and squeezed every dime until the eagle fairly squawked—and
now the goal was so near—oh. she just
couldn’t give it up!
No, anything but

That Dorothy’s spirits

j

that!
Extra!

Extra!

American

Army

In Great Smash! Extra!” cried the
newsboys up and down the street.
Dorothy shuddered as the words
were suddenly visualized and she saw
on the battlefields of France our boys,
fighting tor love of justice and humanity. How could they nobly bear their
part in the terrible conflict, were it
nor for the remembrance of the beloved home land,—their confidence
that ail loyal Americans are with them
in the saving and giving which will
win the war.
“I might just as well face this thing
first as iast, for it begins to look as if
it really were a question,” the girl declared aloud as, reaching her room,
she threw her hat and gloves onto the
table and herself into a chair by the

fore’s clothes;—performing
ly heroic deed of bravery!

a

For

few moments neither of the

a

ion, I’ve waked up at last to the realization that I’m an American woman,
and I'm going to be one in the true
sense of the term
Phis is my government, and its problems are my probI am just a little
Even
if
too.
lems,
wee part of it, I cannot shirk that part.
The least 1 can do is to make over my
old clothes, and lend Uncle Sam all I
can save.”
Mai ion smiled ruefully. “And stop
eating fudge,” she interrupted.
“Mother
But Dorothy hurried on.
always said it was an art to make
over old clothes, and 1 think it is a
good thing to have it revived and made
fashionable. Why I was reading only
yesterday that one or the highest salaried women in the country actually
takes pride in saying that she has not
had a new dress in Three years.”
“Probably she had more to make
over than most of us." argued Marion,
as she reached for another piece of

fudge.
Dorothy smiled, “Most of us have
enough to gpt along with if we have
the real spirit of patriotism back of
us.
Here I've been making myself
think that I could not get along without a new suit this fall, but just see
what I’m going to do,” she explained
eagerly. “This white serge circular
skirt is perfectly good, but it’s so wide
I haven’t worn it for ages; by having
it dyed blue to match this one-piece
serge dress, and making it into a military cape, I’ll have a suit after all, and

the cape can be worn with any dress.
This black and white striped plaited
skirt is badly worn and soiled around
the hem, but it will clean beautifully
and will be just the thing for a lin-

gasped, partly m admiration, but half incredulously. “The
idea is perfectly splendid,” she admitted, ‘but frankly, Dot, the dress looks
me
to
impossible, almost—if you’ll
pardon me—a relic of mediaeval
times.”
"I’ll acknowledge,” answered Dorothy with a gay laugh, “that the blue
serge is a dress with a past, but also
The
one with countless possibilities.
sl^irt is wide enough to make a narrow foundation skirt, but as the new
models are much shorter the extra
lengths will make a straight apron
tunic for the front and back, reaching
from the shoulders, and I’ll finish the
sides and across the bottom with a
four inch band of black satin cut from
the old coat mother left when she was
With the neck cut pointed in
here.
front, and a large collar evolved from
this white crepe de chine waist, which
has been a candidate for the scrapheap for some time, I'll wager no one
will ever dream of its past career of
Of course”,
usefulness and activity.
she added quickly, as she saw that
Marion was not quite convinced, “the
serge will be turned, for—see—It Is
like new on the wrong side.”
Marion

Dorothy stopped for breaih, and her
Where xlid you
companion laughed.
get your clever ideas, Dot? You are
a

wonder!”

Dorothy’s face flushed with pleas-

I'm not the least bit of a won“in fact.
der,” she. denied modestly;
I’m quite ashamed I didn’t see all
ns thp mpn
these possibilities before, for I’m truly
For a
few moments Dorothy sat i
grateful for an old-fashioned mother
the
of
out
over
tops
very still, looking
who helped me develop some practical
the
with
their smoking ;
buildings
ideas.
chimneys, past the tall elm trees on
ills uifss, iuu,
nit; fcin tuimuueu
Boston Common, until her eyes rested
! eagerly, as she shook out a dark gray
on the gilded dome of the Capitol on
satin skirt with chiffon tunic, “seemed
Hill.
To
her
Beacon
awakening I almost too narrow’ and worn to do anythought it was as a tower of strength, j
thing with, as it has done me good
reflecting the principles of pure de- j service for two years now, but I can
and
for
which
our
mocracy
liberty
get a lovely long scarf out of it, lined
government stands.
with the chiffon and with two strips of
Suddenly she started from her chair, marabout from this, old
neckpiece
and a look of dismay crossed the
Out of what is left
across the ends.
pretty face.
I'll make a hat with a satin crown and
“Sacrifice!" she exclaimed, “What
chiffon brim, and w’ith no expense but
have
I
been
thinking about! Of the cost of the frame. Behold me
fully
course it isn't, a sacrifice to wear our
and all
my
old clothes; it’s just a great and glo- equipped, mademoiselle,
own handiwork!”
rious opportunity to do our bit. Why,
"But when are you going to do all
I'd be ashamed to’look Ray in the face
Marion’s tone was slightif I could be so selfish when he is of- this work?”
“You are a busy stenografering his life. Fifty dollars seems a ly skeptiral.
and
you know how little energy
good deal, but the thirty I have will pher,
one has left for scheming and sewing
be a good start toward it, and the rest
after a long, hard day at the office.”
will be only a trifle at a time.” Glanc“You remember I’m to have two
*”ihg once more at the little box, she 1 weeks’ vacation,” said Dorothy. “Inbegun to bum the lines that met her stead of
spending a week at the beach,
*y£i
5iV
as I had planned, that money will go
r
“First a nickel, then a dime,
into my Liberty Loan box and I’ll
Save the pennies every time;—”
spend all the time at home on the
Dorothy stopped suddenly as a new farm and do my sewing while I’m visthought came te her. “Why, it isn’t aciting with
tually giving the money after all,” she
When tne Liberty Loan tithing-boX
•aid to herself, “it’s just letting Uncle
was opened two months later, Dorothy
Sam have the use of what we save, and
found she had saved almost enough
in time we’ll have it all back with interto finish paying for the fiftyLike all really good things it money
est.
started with the thirty
works both w-ays. and after the war is dollar bond,
dollars from the old stocking toe and
over I can have two suits from what I
’save. And maybe, yes maybe,” she the twelve dollars that a week at the
beach would have cost.
added, “the furnishing of a home for
“What is more,” she confided to
two. That can be my ’bit’ while Ray
“now that I’ve found I can
is doing his in France—and now for Marion,
save, ‘First a nickel, then a dime,’ If
a look at the old clothes."
I make up my mind to do it. I’m taking
“Tap, tap,” sounded on Dorothy’s
boncf on the dollar down and
door a
few minutes later, and her another
a week plan, to go with the one
chum Marion from the next floor, dollar
father gave me as a nest-egg toward
armed with her knitting and a box of
the home Raymond and I hope to have
fudge, came in and flounced down in
when the war is over.”
the little wicker chair.
"I haven’t that to look forward to,”
“What in the world are you doing
"and I’m not
with all those clothes, Dot? Not pack- said Marion soberly,
clever enough to make over things,
ing for home yet, are you?”
no more nickels or dimes are goDorothy laughed gaily. “No, oh no; but
to slip through my fingers for
just taking stock’, as you saleswomen ing
movies until I’ve saved -at
call it. You see I’m getting very bus- sodas and
least a dollar a week out of my salary
inesslike.”
for a Liberty Bond. Here’s my hand
“Altogether too much so for my limor it!”
ited
understanding,” retorted her
■"Oh, Rey! I’m sj thankful I waked up
friend.
what’s it all
ure.

__

_

motJierY

“Come,
Dorothy?”

about,

time to nave a part in xms l^ioerty
Loan drive,” Dorothy said to her khakiclad escort as they walked through the
park the night before he sailed for France.
“I realize as I never did before what a
wonderful privilege it is to be an American woman in these days of worldwide
We must make sacrifices,” and
sorrow.
she looked at him fondly, “but out of
these trials will come sunshine and happiness for all the world!”
The man in khaki looked at the girl at
his side, dressed for the first time In the
“uniform” of the Reserve Regiment of
Volunteer Clothing Savers and with the
light of love and patriotism in her eyes.
b -autiful to 'dm,
Never had she looked
and he answered softly, “Yes. Dot, it
a
wonderful thing to be an American woman. but to me t’’e most glorious of all
is that you art the loyal sweetheart of
n
Amer can soldier
in

But that perverse little lady was in
hurry to satisfy her friend’s curi“For once in my life,”
she
osity.
teased, “I’m going to be in the height
of the style,—fashionable to an extreme. I’ve joined the Reserve Regiment of Volunteer Clothing Savers.
Behold the badge of honor!” and Dorothy waved her hands dramatically
toward the array of worn but fairly
presentable suits and dresses on her
bed, and laughed heartily at Marion’s
mystified look.
“This regiment is perfectly great,”
she went on, “and it’s going to- be a
mighty popular one, for every woman
who joins it must qualify by the wearing of her last year and the year be-

no

_.
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from
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If you want to sell a second-hand autoan
or rent a house, you would put
a
advertisement in the paper and run it
or
few time or until you sold the machine
rented the house, and then you would

mobile,

.*

-y

V
V

a

taigne.
Civil

war veterans still tell the story
soldier in. their day of battle who
a
wounded comrade over his
threw

of

! quit.

If you were manufacturing goods or
running a stcre, you would maintain your
advertising continuously, because you-'
would not -be aiming to make one sale,
but many—as many as you could. All
right. Now comes along a war and upsets your supply of raw material, or
made-up goods, or may be the government
takes over your output or curtails it,
thereby either completely or partially
eliminating your civilian trade. Would

man’s head

Miss Mary Cobb is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Ee^win Hawes, in Augusta and will
visit friends in Auburn later.
Miss Hattie Trower, who has been visrelatives and friends, returned to

iting

j

>

CEMER 1V0MVILLE.

|

at P. W.

Mr. Storer, principal of Freedom Academy, has moved into Charles Sampson’s
rent.
Ernest Vose and Ernest Hustus, both
bhys, have been called to Camp

Freedom
Devens.

the

Union Harvest Grange has resumed its
regular meetings after a summer vaca-

were

Mrs. Arthur Sampson went to Bath
Sept. 7th to meet her husband, who is at
home from Camp Devens on a short furlough.

j

Lieut. Loren P.

Mrs. Emma N. Page died Sept. 4th at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Henry H.
Colson, Congress street, Belfast. She
was the widow of the late Thomas Page
of Winterport and her age was 71 years.
She is survived by one daughter and two
The remains were taken to Winsons.
terport, where the funeral was held at 2

Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Allen were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R- M. Carter, in

and Mrs. W. D. Tasker’s.

daughter Ogreta of Camden.

Mrs. Mahlcn Braun has returned to
Vassalboro after passing a week with her
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Luce.

p.

Saturday.
--

..
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t-'
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NO MORE CATARRH.
\-

A

Treatment That Has Stood
the Test of l ime.

Guaranteed

Catarrh cures come and catarrh cures
heal catarrh
go, but Hyomei continues to
and abolish its disgusting symptoms
wherever civilization dxists.
Every year the already enormous sales
of this really scientific treatment for
catarrh grow greater, and the present
year should shpw all records broken.
If you breathe Hyomei daily as directed
it will end your catarrh, or it won’t cost

parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howard and daughRuth of Belfast were over Sunday
of Mr. and Mts. C. E. Howard.

ter

guests

of PittsMr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement
a visit
after
heme
returned
field have
Mrs. C. H.
with their parents, Mr. and
and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ramsay.

Clement

Mrs. Ira Wiggin of Roslindale, Mass.,
of Nashua,
with Mr. and Mrs. Jtmes Bills
of Knox
N. H., and Mrs. Helen Webb
Mrs. M.
and
Mr.
of
Tecent
guests
were

C. Gordon.

m.

who lose their lives in the war abroad
will be buried there only temporarily.
the
Where indentification is possible

!
S

j

j

465 Enemy Planes Destroyed Sin*
8th by Allies

Dodies will be placed in marked graves,
be taken up when the war is over and
Drought home.
This plan of the war department was
disclosed today by the publication of ar i;les of agreement between the army and
the navy regarding the transportation of
sick and wounded from overseas.
A section of the agreement says:
“The remains of all officers, enlisted
men and civilian
employes who have
died or will hereafter die in France shall
until the end of the
France
in
be buried
war, when the remains shall be brought
back to the United States for linal in
terment.
“Such cemeterial facilities as the army
may have acquired in France shall tie

\ ^

1

:o

LONDON, Sept. 5. Four In;;,
sixty-live enemy machines :
destroyed and 200 disabled sin
menrrmentof the offensive on \
according to an omcial sta
aerial operations tonight. Sixt\
tile balloons were destroyed ai
of bombs were dropped on v;>i
gets.
Two hundred and sixteen 1'
chines are missing.
Get ready to buy a Liberty h
to subscribe for The Journal.

I
I

for

Infants

and

*

«Just-as-good”

health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have Always

!

USES FOR WORN HOSE.

Bought

regiilarly
Hyomei
coughs, eolds, bronchitis or asthma. A
including a bard rubber
outfit,
complete
pocket inhaler and bottle of Hyomei,

■
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BELFAST

PRICE

CURRES

Corrected Weekly for The X
What do you do with the legs of your
into
be
spun
PRODUCE MARKET. PAID PR"
worn out hose? They may
yarn and made into conservation slippers, j Apples, per bbl.,
|Hay,
etc.
2 00a3 OO^Hides,
I
Cut off the hem or rib top and cut them
8 50 Lamb,
pea,
Beans,
into one long strip about thiee-fourths of Beans, Y.
8 SO'LambSkins
E.,
Roll the
an inch wide, down to the heel.
45a50 Mutton,
Butter,
ends and sew together neatly. Spin into Beef,
10al8|potatoes,
sides,
the sharp
yarn by drawing it firmly over
15 Round Hop.
Beef, fq.,
edge of a wooden box. It will curl up Cheese,
32 Straw,
like
yarn.
round and smooth
45 Turkey,
Chicken,
Then crochet it into slippers, rugs, etc. Calf Skins,
40 Tallow,
by
slippers
make
pretty
hose
very
Silk
Duck,
20;Veal,
finishing the top with some of the bright- Eggs,
50 Wool, unw
jr colorr.
30 Wood, hare.
Fowl,
Cotton hose make nice rugs that are Geese,
18,Wood, soft.
durable and heavy and lie flat.
I RETAIL V. \
RETAIL PRICE.
Cotton or wool make good holders.
Cut off foot, fold square and work edge Beef, Corned, 22a28 Lime,
18a22 Oats,
with a buttonhole stitch with some bright Butter Salt,
I 04*Oat Meal,
colored yarn or sansilk and fasten a ring Corn,
to one corner. They are pliable in the j Cracked Corn, 1 7<i,Onions.
heat Corn Meal,
1 70 Oil, keros<
hand, easily washed and do not
35 Pollock,
Cheese,
through like cloth.
dust
rags. Cotton Seed,
3 15 Pork,
They also make excellent
the
10 Rye Meal.
legs together, Cranberries,
Cut off feet and whip
laying them one top to the other bottom. Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts,
a
13 00a 13 50 Sugar,
Flour,
They gather the dust much better than
5 00 Salt, T. I.,
H. G. Seed,
cloth and are more easily washed.
31 Sweet Pota'
Lard,
Cotton ones make very good mops.
Cut off feet and run as many legs of them
through the mop as you like. They hold

j

lots of water, yet they wring very dry.

Freight Congestion

in East

Cleared Up.

and passenger cars as well as locomotives
had been ordered to /ake care of the increased business. Standardization of lothe
comotives, he said, had enabled
coats but little. No stomach doaing;
to add 16 per cent to their
manufacturers
soothes
it. It kills the germs,
arrived. A Liberty and Belfast telephone just breathe
normal output
and heals the inflamed membrane.
25.
haa teen installed. Line 8, ring
)
Rich farm
A. Mr. York isat the Fayacn
locking after the fences and 20 two-yearold Holateir heifers which have recently

Children.

has home the sign
The Kind You Have Always Bought
ma e under Ins
been
has
and
II.
Fletcher,
ture of Chas.
one
30
years. Allow no
personal supervision for over
Imitations and
Counterfeits,
in
this.
deceive
to
you
the
are but Experiments, and endanger

you a cent.
NEW York, Sept 5. Freight congesIf you have a hard rubber Hyomei inin the east is a thing of the past and
tion
the
get
house,
haler somewhere around
munitions and food are reaching the Atit out and start it at once to forever rid
be
lantic seaboard as fast as ships can
yourself of Catarrh.
to carry them overseas, accordA. A. Howes & Co., or any other good provided
to reports made by the 50 federal
druggist, wiliisell you a bottle of Hyomei ing
railroad managers to Director-General
(liquid), start to breathe it and notice McAdoo, at a conference here today.
how quickly it clears out the air pascent
Passenger traffic is fully 25 per
sages and makes the entire head feel
than ever before.
greater
fine.
Mr. McAdoo stated that new freight
will end catarrh,
used

Jj/..
.•

Stewart, who is station-

EMMA N. PAGE.

tion.

of North Belfast and Mrs. Cora Mero and

*rt'

Americas

weeks.

Marjorie Trower of Boston, who Belfast.
attend the Knight family reunHarry Davis of Taunton, Mass., was
ion, is row visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary at D. C. Cain’s and M. R. Rogers’ Friday
Robbins, and other relatives.
and Saturday.
Mrs. Ephraim Richards has as visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carter ofWaterher daughters, Mrs. Ralph Cunningham ville were over Sunday visitors at Mr.

t-

5.

The many friends in this village of
Charles Whitten were saddened to hear
of his death Sept. 4th.
^
Albra E. Flye has returned to Brighton,
Mass. His sister Eflie accompanied him
as
far as Portland for a stay of a few

Mrs.

*'.

Sept.

Murch.

came to

LET7

M^rch

from Pittsfield passed
week-end with his mother, Annie

Edmund

Jaquith’s Friday.

visiting his mother, Mrs. Etta Jones.

Charles Eutler is in Northport, where
he has employment with Charles Dickey.
Mrs. George Flaistcd and son Roger
ret urned to their heme in Malden, Mass.,

WASHINGTON,

Cross is visiting her

ed at Camp Meade, has been transferred
l
to the 71st division of the regular army
Belfast
of
passed
Daniels
Mrs. Abbie S.
and has received his commission as caplast week with Mrs. A. M. Ricker.
tain.
Palerof
F. B. Prdfctor and John Dyer

Ralph Foy and his sister, Miss Margene, are home from Massachusetts.

Doris and Beulah Roakes have returned
to their home in Rockland, after spending
the vacation with their grandparents,

available to the navy.
“The remains of all officers
men and civilian employes w!
ships en route to or from
States, shall be embalmed and
to the United States on the sin,
the deatii occurred.”

HOME BURIAL FOR THOSE KILLED
IN WAR.

new

cousin, Winnifred Sampson.

l

__

Florence

Miss

j

mo

Mrs. Charles Butler and little daughter
Betty have returned from a recent visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Hodgdon, of West Belfast.

HON. BERT M. FEPNALD OF POLAND

house near the village.

j

Mr. and Mrs. Grover C. Rolerson and
little son, Herbert Holmes, of Auburn

Ala.

Earl McDonald has moved into his

A close observer of affairs remarked'
not long ago that a new aristocracy is
ccming in America—not, as heretofore, i
i
sn aristocracy of wealth, or of family, or
of culture, but one of “officers of the line,”
<
of commissioned officers of the army and
Doubtless there is much to war- !
navy.
And there is no!
rant this prediction.
reasonable ground of cbjection to such a
development; for the officers of this war j
are picked men, highly trained, worthy of j
distinguished honor in days to come by :
reason of the great service they are now
rendering. But jt is also true, as a man |
high in authority has recently declared, j
that the millions of young men now in j
the nation’s army and navy will be the ;
real rulers of our country for a generation
to come. All aristocracies, every form of
autocracy, will surely bow to their citizen j
might, in politics, in business,arn church, j
in all our common life. They will see to j
it that the democracy they saved in their
youth is not a corpse on their hands. All
who command them now will do well to I
bear themselves with due regard' fc the!
high call those men are now answering
and will swell hereafter—the call to save
democracy alive.—Boston Herald and
S
lournal,

her home in Boston, Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Jackson have received a letter from their son Will, saying he is in a training camp in Anniston,

j

men.

SEAR SMC NT.

Minnie Paine spent a few days last
week with Miss Arline Morse in East
Searsmont.

(May he keep her save
In His mighty hand
Till the boys return
To that golden land.)

\

—

and the mmes set forth therein.
Selah!

for a while.

For her eyes are blue,
And are calm and clear;
And her love is true,
For her God is near.

found to be dead when its rescue is acAnd her brow is lined,
complished. Signs abound that there is
And her hands are gnarled:
great need of guarding against such a fiBut her heart is kind
To meet the requirements essenasco.
To her weary world.
tial for efficient war-making,
many!
rights and benefits of a free people are j
O mother mine,
loyally given up both by civilians and by I
So dear to me,
men in military and naval servie; bit no
May the stars be kind
j
one should be allowed to forget that this |
That shine on thee.
For a j
is done only for the emergency.
May He keep you safe
single example, one of the wonders and
Who reigns above;
glories of the present is the manner in
our
of
which young men trom all parts
May He guide you sure
have
class
yielded
vast land and every
By His holy love.
up their lifelong and instinctive indeFor I see your face
pendence to the mandatory control* of
Through the battle murk.
the officers set over them. They have
And it says to me,
done so because this is felt to he the only
“Carry on and work.”
way just now to safeguard the liberty
»
they love. It is of the utmost imporAnd I see you oft
tance that all thus entrusted with auIn my dreams at night,
thority keep this fact clear in their
And you w hisper soft,
minds.
Democracy must survive this
“My child, do right.”
war to save it—must not have its head
shot off in the process by autocracy,
So you’ve kept me clean
whether of Hun or homeland breed—
W„ith your love fcr me;
else this war will have been fought in
And that love has been
vain.
More than all to me.
It goes without saying, of course, that
In the battle din,
?fficier.cy requires the digmiyir.g or the
In the awful fight,
:fficer and subordinating of the private.
Your love has been
No sabe mind questions the necessity of
to
that
end.
customs
and
the regulations
My guiding light.
Yet in a war for the preservation of deAnd it kept me firm
mocracy it is fatuous, not to say treachCn the path you trod;
erous, for the officer to go beyond the
The path of right
military requirements of his position and
That leads to God.
perpetrate essentia! violations of democHarold.
To
racy in his treatment of the men.
will
ourselves
develop autocracy among
mply render our war-making abortive.
FRFECOM.
Why make public assertion of this truth?
Any one who has had opportunity to observe widely and at close range knows
Hon. Carter B. Keene was in town
the answer. Officers are human, and that
In a recent officers’ Sept. 9th.
means prone to err.
meeting in a certain large training post
Dana Banton visited friends in Boston
pointed admonition was given against
harsh and unreasonable treatment of the the past week.

of The Journal are just as valuable as
they ever were, if not more so, in stimuthe
lating good will and in maintaining
prestige of the gccds, the trade marks

are visiting his mother, Mrs. Charles
Cushman.
Mrs. Nettie Hunt is staying with her
niece, Mrs. Leroy Marriner, in Eelmont

the way.

much the same now if the
democracy we are struggling to save is

and high water.
W'e agree witn Gen Sherman in his
definition of war, and we also agree with
Mr. Wrigley in his statement ihat W E
MUST WIN 1HISWAR and that until
we do nothing else reallv matters.
In this connection, may we be permitted
to remark that newspaper space is reof
ceiving earnest attention in these days
mementous ne.ws, and that the columns

The primary school opened Monday,
Sept. 2nd, with Mrs. Etta Marriner
teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Cuy Eetls of Fortland

on

It will be

war

Laverne Euntcn has returned to Rockland, where the is attending High school.

shot off

ed with him.”

Also, Mr. Wrigley, may we commend
attitude of injecting a strong prtriotic note in your advertising, instead
s
of the usual sales talk about “Wrigley
being great for appetite and digestion?
WTe understand the soldiers and sailors
that
are taking most of your output and
we at heme will have to chew cur Wrig“The
ley’s a little longer. All right.
flavor lasts,” anyway, and we won’t have
to go completely without, judging from
the stocks of your goods our merchants
of
are apparently able to maintain in spite

Mr. Charles Ripley ol Fcstcn is in his
old heme for his annual vacation.

was

“Thunder.” muttered the rescuer, as he
laid down the corpse, “I thought he had
a head on him or I wouldn’t have bother-

your

Prof. Herbert C. Cobb has retimed to

There’s a woman there
Who is fairer far
Than a jewel rare
Or a golden star.

heroically bore him to a
place of safety, not knowing that the

heartened by your energy.

his home in Chicago, III.

a

shoulder and

it be worth while to continue your advertising? That is the question that many
What
of our big industries are facing.
With hardly an excepare they doing?
tion they are continuing. Not with a
view of influencing immediate sales. Not
at all.
But, realizing that present conditions are going to melt back into history at no very distant date they are
KEEPING ALIVE THEIR NAMES AND
REPUTATIONS. If they discontinued,
think of the millions of dollars of goodwill value back of all these trade marks
and names that wrould be lost, or greatly
reduced. Preservation is nature’s first
Preservation of prestige is likewise
law.
the first law of business.
Among the larger industries to maintain, and in fact increase, their advertising this Fall, the W m. Wrigley, Jr. Comthe “copy
pany is noted, as evidenced by
in
new running on a frequent schdeule
The Journal.
W’elcomS, Mr. Wrigley,
and we hope our local merchants w’ill be

It is commonly known by a general sense
of illness; pain or soreness over the en- Friday.
tire system, or in the bead, back or
limbs, sore throat, hoarseness, sneezing
and running from the nose. These conditions are controlled and broken up by
the use of Dr. Humphreys’ “Seventy- in fnt-cleis eerditien in Ecwes’block
seven.” Tor sale at all drug stores on Main stieet. Apply at
„„„„
*
EOWES’ GROCERY STORE.
throughout this hemisphere,
v

The following verses were sent to an
Ontario mother by her boy in France,
one of three brothers at the battle-front.
There’s a land in the west
Toward the setting sun,
Where I’ll love to rest
When the war is done.

I have seen elsewhere palaces in ruins,
and statues both of gods and men defaced, and yet there are men still.—Mon-

___

are

“MOTHER.”

Alive.

_
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behind the lines in frrAce which the Commas’ aviators have
This is one of the Red Cross evacuation hospitals
bombs on one of these hospitals at Jouy.
a few days ago German aviators dropped
Only
bombing.
been
nine
others.
and
men
wounding
killing two enlisted

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews.
The first serious epidemic ot imuenza

Trustworthy girl or woman to care for
two children. No kitchen work. Good
wages. Address
34tf
“S,” Care Republican Journal.

RE-ELECTED TO CONGRESS *

girls srfhke, then Dorothy went on,
You know, Marspeaking very low.

ing.”

open window.—“Dorothy Bolton, are
you a slacker, or are you not?” was
her indignant demand.
Instantly the rockers of the little
wicker chair squeaked, “You are! Y'ou
are! Y'ou are!”
“Y'ou saucy thing,” laughed Dorothy; “but I’m afraid you're speaking
She
the truth,” she added ruefully.
reached for her hag, drew out the little pasteboard box. and turned it over
slowly. "Red, white and bit;#,” she
murmured softly, “The colors of our
beloved country,—somehow they mean
ever
did before.”
more than they
Then the words “Woman’s Liberty
Loan Committee of New England,”
caught her eye. Surely w.omen were
coming into their own in this work,
she thought.
Though they may not
go into the trenches and fight, they
can work and save and give as well

ONE OF THE HOSPITALS HUN AIRMEN ATTACK

perfect-

The only
drawback is that their uniforms Of
made-overs will be undecorated with
stripes or medals, and Pershing will
never review this branch of his reserves.
But we'll march with the
boys to victory just the same,” she
concluded earnestly.

Notice
opened a job
printing plant next door
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Opera House block
Satisfactory work at
reasonable prices.
to the Central
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ta»SY 0EN3 TESTED
Over Teuton Despotism a Matn-cy and Each Patriot
Himself All but Nen C •>
cssu.es That It May Be
f

Achieved.

hFRBERT GUICK.
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Surprises for Despotism.
did resistencc of Belgium
the magnificent rallying
P- aln to the trumpet call,
"f-nid decision of Italy to

t>

to our boys In the Held that
maf
Reunion.
niflcent dash
and rim. and power
which has struck the German soldiers
with dismay.
The sixth annual reunion of the Knight
fn other words, winning this war Is
family was held at the home of Mrs.
a matter of money.
It is a matter of money not only for J^sephipe Knight and daughter in Searsthe treasury of the United States, but mont Aug. 28th. There were 45 present
and a very pleasant day was enjoyed by
for all our allies.
The forenoon was passed in social
When you buy a Liberty bond or a all.
War Savings Stamp it means money intercourse. At noon tables were spread
for the United States treasury.
in the orchard and all did ample justice
When you pay your Income taxes to the contents of the
lunch baskets and
or any of your other contributions to
hot coffee, after which we proceeded to
the government it means money for the
lawn, where some pictures were
the United States treasury.
taken of the company. Then followed
But money is only a representative
'■the business meeting. Our president beof value and a medium of
exchange.
Do not look upon your dollar as a ing absent, Mr. Miller Hobbs acted as
mere piece of currency.
Do hot look president pro tern. The following officers were then chosen for the
upon the United States .treasury as
ensuing
year: James H.
a mere repository of your funds
Knight, president; Jonas
S. Knight, 1st vice
president;Miller Hobbs,
Our Treasury Upholding World.
2nd vice president; Susie
Knight RobThe United States treasury today
is the
atlas who holds the world bins, secretary and treasurer. The com-

Knight

god

saying that
We

a

fires

to the German atgreatest surprises which
me had evdr been encounspot. Before the war had
on for six months some
of the cold and cruel
rmany began to wonder
r all the democracies of
■re not too strong to be
lance

his shoulders.
It furnishes money to everyone ofx
our
allies which needs money?
It
breathes hope and confidence into any
allied army which Is losing heart. It
puts in the field the great gun which
answers the German gun with shot for
shot.
It keeps our armies going forward instead of backward. It holds the
line against the German onslaught.
The treasury of the United States is
the power behind our own army and
all the armies of our allies.
During the coming year this nation
We have
must raise $24,000,000,000.
called these loans in the past Liberty
loans. It is about time to begin callWhatever
ing them Victory loans.
we call them, however, $24,000,000,000
during the next year the United States
government must have to carry out our
great, magnificent and world-saving
program. About $16,000,000,000 of this
must be raised by loans, and $8,000,000,000 by taxation.
If we do not raise this money the
will
have
United
States treasury
failed, and when the United States
If the
treasury fails the war is lost.
war is lost, democracy is lost—the
world is lost.
The raising of this $24,000,000,000 is
It is the supreme
a tremendous task.
test of the greatness of America
upon

Must Give Half Our Earnings.
whole earning powef of this

The

■ountry is about $50,000,000,000 a year;
so that out of every $50 produced in
this country during the next year the
government must have $24. The division of our wealth during the next
year must be practically on a 50-50

mittee on entertainment was Miss Josephine Knight, Mrs. Hattie Knight, Miss
Hattie M. Trower, Mrs. Ora Bryant and
Mrs. Alice _^Jobbs.
Letters received
from the following cousins were read:
John C. Gray of Chicago, Anna Baker of

Harwichport, Mass., and
Knight of Boothbay, Maine;

Chester

Wetproof Steel Lined Shot Shells

C.

your showery hunting days this Fall the good days for ducks they really
ought to he, with the right shotshells—Remington UMC Smokeless “Arrow” or
‘'Nitro Cluh Wetproof Steel Lined “Speed Shells. No matter how much water may
get to them, they will actually stay jv^t as dry and serviceable as your Remington
UMC Pump Gun or Autoloading Shotgun.

■AKE

all of which

very much enjoyed. It was a unanimous vote that the letter from John C.
Gray be published. Jonas S. Knight and
wife of Westport, Maine, invited us to
were

meet with

Aug. 28, 1919. Two new
our number, Mrs.
Margie Trower of Boston and Mrs. Mary
C. Robbins of Searsmont, making 53 to
date.
Business being concluded, we lis-

members

theijp

were

added to

tened to addresses from several of
members.
ver

our

Those finest of shoal-water fowl, the big
I lortl f rt
all-day downpour—keeps hard and smooth
^ with no softening of the turned-over end
mallards—which you can seldom get with'“—**
or bulging of the top wad in the wettest
1*1 L
in gunshot of when it is calm and fait—
coat pocket.
But fol*
are then not so quick to take wing.
You buy the same favorite brand, at the
your shells must be right. Hunting has no
worse luck than a water-3oaked shell that has swelled
regular price, and get the Wetproof improvement withand sticks in the gun at a critical moment—to say out cost. The first completely waterproof shotshell, at
nothing of a “miss' caused by wilting of the turned- the same time having the uniform superiority of speed,
over end of the shell.
pattern and penetration for which
and
Remington UMC Smokeless “Arrow" and “Nitro Club"
Uub bteel, Llned
bPeed
are
made
waterLined
Shells''
Steel
“Speed
Wetproof
e
are
amous*
proof by a wonderful process, invented for them and used
exclusively in tbeir manufacture.
In hlach. fiowder, buy tbe old reliable
It took three years to perfect tbis process. The result “New Club,’’ now Wetproof sealed
is a shell tbat will work and shoot right throughout an at turnover and top wad.
Sold ly Snorting Goods Dealers in Your Community

rf/fl/J

Shooting Right

i

our

Then while Old Glory floated
heads on a high fligstaff, all

joined in singing The Star Spangled Banner

and America.

Then

we

listened to

a

fine

recitation by Russell B. Knight,
“This is the Flag for Me,’’after which
the old as well as the young enjoyed a

dance

on

the lawn.

When the

~

J™

good-byes

said each and every one expressed
their gratitude to Mrs. Knight and daughter for the hospitaiity
and courtesy
were

shown us; and all very reluctantly ieft
for their several homes, hoping to be

Clean and oil your gun with REM OIL, the combination Powder Solvent. Lubricant and Rust Preventive

present at our next reunion Aug. 28,
1919.—Susie Knight Robbins, Secretary

<Ihe REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.. Inc.
Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the VForid

and Treasurer.
—

5707 Dorchester Ave

Chicago, 111., Aug. 1919.
My Dear Cousins: I would be very
glad to be with you on this anniversary.

,V^C “TArr"^"

NEW YORK CITY

WOOL WORTH BUILDING

j

of the men and kiss all the !
But the distance I
and children.
is too great for this old exhausted body
Nevertheless I
and flat pocketbook.
am with you in spirit, as no distance is
Meadow and Pasture Insects, i however, much may be accomplished for
too great for a loving heart and a GodCENTER MONrVILLE.
ill fields open to cultivation by a judicious
And 1 do love the Knight
fearing spirit
family for the blood that runs in their
■otation of crops. The worst meadow
i
Rotation
for
Old
Meadows
Crop
veins and the hearts which beat in their
Ernest Dickey of Boston has been vis- j
Locations
pests, such as wireworms, white grubs,
I
love
is
blood.
bosoms. Their blood
my
; ing friends in town for a few days.
jrasshoppers, cutworms, sodworms, also
it and am proud of it.
In connection with the special study of
Mill
j pecome serious pests in corn or other
In a broader sense I love the whole
George Dickey has been visiting his
For every feeling which f arents, Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Dickey, for Meadow and Pasture Insects which has props planted on land which has been for
human race.
been in progress the present summer at the
savors of hate has long since gone from
for Summer Hotels
short time.
nany years in grass, so it'is desirable to
me.
And when I pray forgive us as we
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station it
as
as
after
the
plow
early
possible
hay
Wales Elmes and wife of Somerville,
forgive, I realize that if we do not forand
has been found that several species of gengive it is virtually asking God not to for- ^ lass., were in town recently, calling on
prop is harvested in order to starve out
is accomplished.
serious
and
occasional
distribution
eral
of
the
I love and am proud
Anglo
give.
as
as
the
insect
that
form
fully
possible
pests
taxes
In
who
whatever
He
pays
c Id friends.
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THB
losses have been quite abundant in Maine,
Saxon race, because it is my race. I
ire present.
they may rest upon him, must pay, love and am proud of these United State
Ernest Mahoney and family of Somer- While their work is of such a character j
that
The foregoing account and recomand pay cheerfully, to make up
of America, because it is my nation. I
ille, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. as to escape common observation there is ! nendations are based
$8,000,000,000 which we must raise by love and am proud of the State of Maine,
upon the work of
losses
:
».
O.
I
the
considerable
Mahoney.
no question as to
because it is my native State. But when
taxation.
Professor Herbert Osborn of the Ohio ;
give opportunity to those desiring to
Miss Lenore Small, who passed her va- which they entail upon the meadow crops
He who has money must invest it we come to the Knight family there is a
State University who, because of his j
dearer tie, because
make ;» change ir location for a new start
for
stock.
available
the
and
in Liberty bonds and War Savings much nearer and
has
returned
pasturage
ation at the Small cottage,
j acquaintance with meadow insect condiin life.
they are my family and my blood.
of
share
his
furnish
as
to
so
stamps,
Among a number of species that have lions in various parts of the country, is
I have met with you but once in the t a Lowell, Mass.
that $16,000,000,000 which the governbody, but I am always with you in spirit,
Alice Kennedy of Camden with friends been common and which have been
Power
particularly fitted to speak with authoriment must borrow.
and shall always remember that one
studied more or less in detail the Clovers pent a few days at their new cottage at
For this reason he
y upon this subject.
He who has no money to invest must meeting and the place where we met. I
Unlimited Raw Material
seed Caterpillar and the Wheat-head
lias been asked on several occasions to
remember the table in the grove and the t he Coleman Lake.
^ave, and invest his savings
may be mentioned particuaround it. I rememfaces
Army-worm
dear
will
the
situation
in
Maine
and
gathered
Rockfrom
itudy
home
Even
has
been
Ruth Heard
Must Become
Stingy.
AND
ber the flag, the dear old flag which
larly since these species have a very wide ater publish another bulletin on other
We must become a saving, an eco- floated over our heads, and long may it 1 ind, passing her vacation with her parUnited
States
the
distribution through
Land
Good
neadow insects in addition to those he
nomical, a thrifty, a stingy nation float on high, not only over the heads of e nts, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Heard.
and are known as causing at times very
las previously submitted as Consulting
towards everything but war.
Americans, but over every man, womand Vesper Mahoney
DEVELOPMENT
AWAIT
Grey
Stanley
serious losses but neither species has been
an and child who loves freedom in every
Entomologist on the Summer Staff of the
We must go ragged and shabby.
be a guarantee 1 sft for Camp Devens August 29th. noted heretofore as destructive in Maine. !
Vlaine Agricultural Experiment Station.
We must turn and dye and renovate land, and may it always
Communications regarding locations
f Liberty and justice throughout the '] 'heir friends wish them the best of luck
The Clover-seed Caterpillar is a small !
our old clothes.
Charles D. Woods, Director.
are invited and will receive attentions
the cozy little grove £ nd
world.
I
remember
health.
good
We must postpone repairs and betinsect that works especially in the heads
when addressed to any agent of the
in which we met and the dear hands
The Allens held their reunion at Oak- of clover during the early part of sumterments.
which cleared away the underbrush to
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
| jatarrhal
Be Cured
Cannot
We must put off the building or tne make it cozy, and I shall kiss them in j ind Park Sept. 1st. Quite a number
mer, while the clover is in bloom, eating
lift"
viptnrv
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
and
each
succeeding
house.
on
*his
new
memopy
j rom this town attended and all pro- away the florets and not only preventin
iy local applications, as they cannot
tRACY IS PROVING ITSELF
each the diseased portion of the ear.
We must do those things only which anniversary as long as I live and rethe
r ounced it a fine time.
j ’here is
the formation of seed but reducing
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
member. I remember the dear old “cuz,”
JFiriENT
only one way to cure catarrhal
are of productive value.
In late sum- (
who was chief among us on that day,
■v
Mrs. Ada Morton of Belfast with her value of the crop for hay.
leafness, and that is by a constitutional
carry the Stars and Stripes to
We must economize in motor cars,
but has since gone on to his reward for
aVailPORTLAND. MAINE.
emedy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused by
alongside the flags of Great in gasoline and in all forms of fuel.
lother, Mrs. Jane Cammett, were re- > mer or autumn when heads are not
his fidelity.
< n inflamed condition of the mucous lining
and Mrs. J. Clair j a ole it may work on leaves or stems or at
c ent guests of Mr.
r‘France, Italy and a score of
We must burn wood where possible.
And while you are gathered together
if the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
rations, because they know that
If we burn coal we must sift the ashes. on this anniversary, enjoying each other I 'ottle and Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Miller.
the crown so as to damage the plant.
s inflamed you have a rumbling sound or i
are fighting
our
is
and
for
the old battle of
cheapen
clover
first
crop
be
We must simplify
in loving unison, I shall
praying
j mperfect hearing, and when it is entireEarly cutting of the
E. T. Whitney, who has been passing
j
to' against wrong, of democracy diet.
God’s richest blessing upon you, collecin other States, 1 y closed, Deafness is the result. Unless !
£
few weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest considered a good remedy
the
while
War despotism, and that if they
And
and
and
he inflammation can be reduced and this j
individually.
things tively
We must cut out luxuries
for
is
seed,
clover
grown
*' the w hole
world is torn and bleeding and the soil J Irinkwater, returned to L. S. Russ’ especially where
ube restored to its normal condition,
history of the United which are unnecessary.
of France is being painted red with < iept. 1st, where he will remain for an but for conditions in Maine and especially j tearing will be destroyed forever. Many B £L?A3T ANU BURNHAM BRANCH
!i>- becomes at once as if it nevei
We must have our shoes patched
American blood, to make the world free
li been
the difficulty of cutting early on account ; , ases of deafness are caused by catarrh,
ndefinite time.
and wear them as long as they will and safe for
>
democracy, we as a nation,
On and after June 21, 1918, trains conof uncertainty of weather this can hardly I vhich is an inflamed condition of the
who
hang together.
and more especially the Knight family,
Democracy it Proving Efficient.
>
Mary Miller of Jamestown, R. I„
since further in- j nucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Medi- ni •cting at Burnham and Waterville with
and
recommended
be
must
whiGh
Rat is tlie thing which must strike
must
nothing
God.
We
are united and happy, thank
buy
line acts through the Dlood on the mucous ^
tas been stopping at the Bayside, is now
rough trains for and from Bangor, Wai”ar >o tlie hearts of the
crease of this insect may result in pretty
;urfaces of the system.
With unbounded love to you all
poisoners, be shipped over the railroads, except
rville, Portland and Boston, will run
1 t the Hillside for the remainder of the
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for the various offices, and the
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SherGeneral Manager, Portland, Maine.
housework go undone. Dizzy spells came attended the Boynton
overwhelming majority. When election.
te
bugs have also been plenty and wireworms
_.1
over me and I was obliged to lie down, as
man’s Pond, Liberty, Labor Day.
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many
been
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it seemed to blind me for the tims'being.
^ sleeted to almost any kind of an
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I was very miserable and went to the City
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But the ranks of the naThe friends of Miss Ada Wadsworth the extent of the area covered it is hardly in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
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the biggest surprise
The greatest democracy
tile United States—slowrealize that the whole
loin for the common man,
Europe and in Asia, but
ca. were at stake in this
’iWv the idea began to peneUnerican mind that the
ns
of Germany constitute
p- i’ll to this country than did
if sight out in the American
r
or the decisive strife of our
it »
b,.tween the states.
saw at last that if Germany
war democracy
will have
;
only the democracy of Euuntrtes, hut the democracy of
% v'lti. There would be nothing
If
is through all the future but
-ig fight against the most cruel
ii f !“n' despotism of all t ime.
E finally, in spite of our own
Mi! history, in spite of our own
f
peace, in spite of German lies
id Oe- an propaganda, and
the
iiE.snie plots of German spies, the
res acted.
-stion reached slowly for the
d-ew It. and plunged with all
!
gnty power into this dreadful
by
■n some of the bloodiest batE li
'bat ever desolated the soil
Entry, our splendid American
tre
bearing the Stars and
ame

basis with the government.
Now, anyone can see that this thing
must bp done.
IT MUST BE DONE!
Anyone can see that if we give 50
per cent of all we produce to the government we cannot live as we always
have lived.
During the past yer.r or so we have
just been scraping up the loose change
and handing it to the government to
finance the war. We must now go to
the very heart of our ability and give
until this great piece of financial work
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SEARSPORX
SeptemSchools will open on Monday,
ber 16th.
brief
a
Private Lincoln Berry spent
leave of absence in town.
the guest
Miss Lena Nye of Belfast is
of Miss Henrietta Gilkey.
to
Charles Green made a business trip
Millinockett on Wednesday.
from a
Capt. A. M. Ross has returned

brief business trip to Boston.
Sidney M. Webber of Augusta spent
the past week with his family.

week
Maurice Dolliver spent the past
Saturday.
in Bangor, returning
Goodell and son
Capt. and Mrs. William
in
Bangor.
William spent Friday
last week for
Gordon Butman left
a position.
to
accept
Mass,
Sharon,
of Dr. and
Eben Sawyer is the guest
of Bangor.
Sawyer
K.
Frederick

Mrs.

of his uncle,

Irving Rich is the guest
Mass.
Charles E. Hamilton of Newton,
held the first
E.
O.
S..
Anchor Chapter,
meeting of the season

on

Monday evening.
the

Melvin Thompson was
while
Capt. Alfred Pendleton

guest of
on

shore

leave.

Tuesday with the
Stanley Kallock left

from Waldo
last contingent of draftees

County.
has been ill for
Miss Mildred E. Shute
her home on Reserthe past two weeks at
voir street.
has returned
Miss Minnie P. Clay
visit with Mrs.
Portland after a week’s

to

Joseph D. Sweetser.
Labor
Earl P. Smith of Bangor spent
Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
his
with
parents,
Day
Smith, before entering the service.
the
Miss Miriam C. Whittier spent
M.
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Swanvilh.
Stevens at Lakeview Farm,
Edna
Mrs. Beverly BuBose, daughter
on Thursday s
left
Pendleton
and son

Long
boat for their home in Westbury,
Island.
to
Miss Gladys Eyer returned Monday
fnm
vacation
short
a
after
New York
she is
the Government work in which

engaged.
to
Miss Louine Ford returned Saturday
the
her home in Melrose, aftei spending
grandmother, Mrs.
summer with her
W’illiam Blanchard.
Mrs. Frank P. Whittier left Monday
for Damariscotta, after spending the past
week in town, the guest of Capt. and
Mrs. D. C. Nichols.
Mr.

for

Dana left

Erskine
Mass., after visiting Mrs. James
and daughter, Miss Harriette.
Miss Evelyn Young is spending a two
weeks’ vacation from her duties at the
her
Nassau Hospital, Mineola, L. I., with

mother, Mrs. Henrietta Young.
Mrs. Lincoln Colcord and daughter
Inez left Friday for Locust Valley, Long
of
Island, where they will be the guests
a few
for
Carver
D.
A.
Mr. and Mrs.
weeks.
of
Little Miss Jane Fletcher, daugh'er
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Fletcher, accomto
panied Mr. and Mrs. Harold Knapp
where she will remain during

Waterville,
the winter.

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan, Miss
Frances Ireland and Miss Martha Allen
from
returned Friday by automobile
where they were the

Greenville Jet.,

L. Huston.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
P. P. Nichols, Miss Margaret
Miller, Jack Nichols and John McCredy,
who have been guests of Mrs. Lillias
Nichols at her summer home on Water
Mrs.

Monday for

street, left by automobile
Boston.
Mrs.

J.

A.

S.

C.

Pattee

has

moved

her

Miss

Nickerson,

Jessie

Mrs. Goodere and

Mr. Alvah Treat returned last Tuesday
onu
mfrom a visit to his son Crawfon.

household good; to Belfast, where she
has secured an apartment for the winter.
Mrs. A. D. Mowry, who recently received severe bruises in an automobile acci-

ily in Millinockett.
’Mrs. George Fletcher is ill with tonsilitis and her sister, Miss Percy Pendle-

dent, returned from Portland Tuesday,
Capt.
joining Mrs. Pattee in Belfast.
Pattee, M. O. R. C., has sailed for duty

J

JACKSON.

and has

.1
aunt, Mrs. G. A. Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander M. Sargent re- *
Mrs. Edith Goodhue of Boston arrived
I
abmonths’
turned Saturday after four
Thursday
night for a visit with hersistersence.
Leaving Searsport in May they
in-law, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner.
visited their daughter, Mrs. Fred Heisey
Mrs. Annie Moulton and two children
of New York, going from there to Chihersisr«r.1 Sirdiy in Searsicrt wilh
cago and on to Wyoming, where they
1

entertained by their sons, Edward
in Daniels and Leander Jr. in Merna.
Returning they stopped in Chicago, New

were

New Haven and Bath.

and family
ter, Mrs. Charles Rogers
of
Medway,
Mass.,
Cummings
Ida
Miss
the past fortnight with
las been spending
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Edric

in town the early part of this week.
Clark is a pilot in New York Harbor, and
is the
of Henry Clark and grandson

Clark, formerly

pleted garments for the layette for a refFollowing
ugee baby were exhibited.

band,

Parse, Mrs. Charles Rogers,
Curtis, Mrs. Charles Eames,

Mrs. Frank

and Mrs.

Fred Harriman in

Watervilie.

program fruit punch, crackers and
candies were served. The guests of the
evening were Mrs. James Pendleton, Mrs.
William

Mr.

Mr. Eugene Hinkley and Bertha Mor-

Lawrence, Mass., recently visited
Mrs. Charles Snow went, last Friday, friends and relatives in town.
to Greenville, Maine, where she has a
Mr. and Mrs. John Larrabee have reposition as teacher in one of the schools. ceived a letter from their son Percy anMr. Snow has made application for work nouncing his safe arrival overseas.
with the Y. M. C. A. in France, and is
Mrs. Ella Johnson of Waltham, Mass.,
awaiting reply from New York.
is visiting her two sisters in town, Mrs.
to
Pittsfield
Mrs. Everett Staples went
O. A. Chase and Mrs. Bina Dodge.
Sept. 3rd for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Inza Boyd will attend Belfast High
Henry Libby, going to Augusta the fol this fall. Her
classmates at Brooks High
lowing day to attend a meeting of the are
very sorry to have her leave their
Red Cross and returning at night to Pittsclass as this is her last year.
field. She reached home on Friday night’s
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wright, daughter
train.
Merle
with Mrs A. E. Carpenter and Miss
the
Mr. Melvin B. Thompson, son of
Ruth Small of Brooks autoed to Newlate Alfred Thompson of this place, was
port Thursday in Mr.. Wright’s Saxon Six.
in town Saturday. He is in government
The Poultry Demonstration for culling
several
had
promotions
having
employ,
and is now machinist mate on the U. S. and killing poultry, given by John S.
Steamship “Ozama.” He is on leave of Carver of the U. of M. and County Agent
Donahue at J. H. McKinley’s was much
absence from Norfolk, Va.
all who were present.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hichborn, with enjoyed by

Dr.

1

to
and Mrs. G. A. Stevens went

Mrs. Frank Whitcomb, Miss Lillian Rununited in
1
Mr. Everett Grieves was
nells, Miss Lucy Sargent, Miss Mabel
marriage to Miss Romola G. Holderness
Gridin, Miss Clara Parse, Esther Griffin, ;
of North Brooksville on Sept. 2nd,before
Martha Allen, Dorothy Bell, Ellen Frame. ;
exleaving for Camp Devens. Stockton

|

OAK

tends

HILL, Swanville.

ind[

congratulations

to our young towns-

Ethel of Revere, Mass.,

I

Dr. Harold L. Small, who has recently
Mr. William Keene has gone to Skow- I
been in Fort Fairfield on a business trip,
began, where he has employment.
in that
has decided to buy a hospital
to
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Evans of Wisplace and will leave next Saturday
casset were recent guests of her parents,
Mrs. Small will follow in
take charge.
Mr, and Mrs. F. O. Holmes.
October.
Freeman Harvey of Camp Devens was
Mrs. Charles T Gallagher of Brookline,
the guest of his sister and family, Mr.
motorMass., a sister of Mrs. C. W. Frye
and Mrs. Ellery Harvey, Sept. 1st.
ed from her summer home in Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. James Webster and Mr1
Maine, to call upon Mrs. Everett Staples,
and Mrs. F. P. Webb attended the North
friends
Monday, on her way to lunch with
Waldo Pomona Grange in
Burnham in Castine.
Sept. 7th.
H.
On last Tuesday afternoon Mr. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Seekins returned
Morrison and wife and Mr. George Fletcher
to Augusta Sept. 2nd after a few day's’
as
and wife with Mrs. Alvah C. Treat
visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
our
see
to
young
to
Belfast
guest motored
O. Seekins.
on his
townsman, Leonard La Furley, olf
Misses Lenore and Winifred Thompson
Devens.
to
Camp
way
and Master Edgar Thompson of Poor’s
house
John McLaughlin has leased his
Mills recently spent several days with
and
to Port-Captain Herbert L. Rawding
their aunt, Mrs. James Webster.

THEATRE

Triumph of

a

Among the students who will attend
the High school in Brooks are Richard
Palmer, Charlie Nealley, Clayton Grant,
Margaret Sargent, Vera Croxford, Isabelle
Clements, Mildred Evans and Mildred
Curtis.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

j.,,vr.

Miss Emma Robertson and Miss Harriet Clark of North Searsport were
guests of Mrs. E. A. Robertson two days

ers

Miss Gladys Brennen, who spent the
with her aunt, Mrs. Ada Billings
and family, has gone to Farmington, N.

H., where she will spend the winter with
her uncle, Dr. Philip Greely and attend
school.

Mr. and Mrs- George Temple and Miss
Hazel Marr of Portland motored from
Portland to Hampden and on their way

Wilson, daughter spent one night with
niece,Miss Phylis Applin.who Mrs. Caroline Marr.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W.

been guests of Mrs. Wilson’s parMr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson, returned to their home in Wollaston, Mass.,

have
j ents,

Clements
j A.Carroll
E. Robertson,

of Monroe took Mrs.

our Red Cross president,
Mrs. C. R. Nickerson, the secretary, Mrs.
Flora Littlefield and your correspondent
to Augusta in his car Wednesday to at-

camped out at Park last week, returning
Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
home Sunday night.
Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm and
went down
niece, Miss Hazel Nickerson,
and had a clam bake and picnic dinner

“Right Here Will Continue
in Belfast”

Stoiy from the Pen of Irvin S,
Produced by Coldwyn in Hx Acts.

A Thrilling Detective

Cobb.

You’ll See Them All.

Christie Ccmedy.

Animated Weekly

TUESDAY

Evening, 7.00 and 8.30
Admission,
!

“Shark Monroe”

11c. and 6c.
17c. and 11c

A

Popular Favorite

J. WAREN KERRIGAN
RETURNS IN

-—o-

“A MAN’S MAN”

New Role, That of a Captain of an
Critics
Alaskan Sealing Vessel. Proclaimed by
as One of His Greatest Plays.

Big Bill in

Bginning Wednesday

MARRIED.

Belfast.

Jennings-Rogers, l
August 28, George He:
Cambridge Mass., and M
Rogers of Boston.
DIED
In Union, Ac.
Cole.
Erastus Cole, aged 78 yc
PASCAL. In Rockport
L., wife of Chester L.
years, I month and 11 da
Ill Belfast, Sep
PAGE.
N. Page, formerly of W
years

Tel. 359

1 hursday, Friday

JACK PICKFORD
LOUISE HUH
IN

“SAND Y”
Blut v
Come Take a Trip to the Land of the
Let Sandy 5>how You the Thoroughbred Her
of “Old Kentuck”—and a Love Stor\
That YTou’ll Enjoy.

PatheNews_Pathe Con.
WEDNESDAY
America’s Sweetheart

MARY PICKFOKI’
IN

_“How Could You, Jeanarc
“The Colonel’s Lady and Jennie O’Grady
Sisters Under Their Skins”
maid covers the heat t
The cloak of a scullery

a

Good Humor.

Prices Include War Tax

Burton

.-

HOPKINS-WEST. In It
by Rev. William Vaugli
A. Hopkins and Frances h

MRS. E. P. CARLE,

to be Offered

In Rockport, S
Frank Ames,

Saturday in Connection With Regular Fealty
SATURDAY

“The Face in the Dark”

IN

Admission,

their grandmother,

No. 21 Main St.

FACTOR

In Belfast, Si,
GRAY.
Mrs. Alton S. Gray, Jr a
Hart. In Freedom, Sei
Mrs. Elwood Hart, a son.
MARR. In Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Merle B. M
In Belfast,
WHITING.
and Mrs. Willard Win:
Ethel May.

Enquire of

j

at th

Raymond.

FOR SALE

----1

Daily

Ames.
and Mrs.

Clterry Center Table
j

girls

BORN

AND

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Damm and daughBernice and Barbara accompanied by
Miss Annie and Master Milton Nickerson

more

WANTED

CABINET BED

tend the Red Cross Convention, which
was held in the State House.

M

A GIRL TO DO HOI V
Church Street. Three in
washing. Good wages.

---1

■

pc
g

High Street

CLOTHING

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Reinberg, children
and maids, have returned to New York
from a visit with Mrs. Reinberg’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Bailey.

in ttie Wilson car last Friday.

pu

n,

JELLISGN

at Isaac McKeen’s Sunday.

Grange Hall Sept. 4th and discussed the
question of celebrating the 100th anniBy a majority
versary of the town.
vote it was postponed for one year.

Helena and

A few

Bfazo

The citizens of Swanville met at Comet

Mass.

th
f-

WANTED

of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Thompson.

summer

1

son

Mr. and Mrs. Wm, Thompson and four
children, Mr. and Mrs. Richardson, all of
Sebago, were guests recently for ten days

ily, accompanied by Miss Julia Chase,
who have been guests of the ladies’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase, have re-

Everett,

Briggs and

and her daughter and granddaughter of Massachusetts, Mrs. Havener
and Mrs. Linnekin of Belfast were callMrs.

Miss Hazel Marr of Portland, were guests
of the ladies’ grandmother and aunt, Mrs.

turned to their home in

Willis

and Mrs. Sarah Briggs have started for
and Massachusetts for a two
weeks’ visit with relatives.

sister,

Fa

COLONIAL KEM .M KW

Portland

erty Loan meeting in Belfast last week.

59

s

m

and Mrs.

Mr.

Mrs. A. T. Nickerson, who is town
chairman of the Woman’s Liberty Loan
Committee, attended the Woman’s LibMr. and Mrs. George Turner and

No.

the past week.

Friday night.

PA

IN

WILLIAM S: HART

Matinee at 2.5V

Will give private sit
satisfaction.
Don't
him.
Will be here 1
from 10 a. m. to 9 p.

of his brother, Leon Murphy.

Dr. Laura Preble of Old Town was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nickerson

I

ffmlfl's Grtaltsi Hid

injury.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Murphy and two
children of Brooks were Sunday guests

Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Black of Moulton are visiting friends in town.

I

THE

Mr. Benjamin Knowlton has been laid
up for over a week with an abcess on a

MAE MARSH

The One and Only

Buy

tives.

The Girl of 1001 Faces

jyiUINDAI

Can

Mrs. Frank Stevens and Mrs. Isaac
McKeen are in Waterville to visit rela-

an

p

PROF. THIIMi I

field.

foot, caused by

Jr

|K

A SUM OF MONEY o.
same by proving proper:
penses.
Inquire at
lw37
35 CEDAR

Mrs. Maria Rontly of Canada is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Little-

Doris and Hattie

|

FOUND

Ralph Robertson and Mildred Evans
are attending the Brooks High school.

AND

Allies Official War Review.

Money

who have been spend-

made in their auto.

FRIDAY

~

That

house.

Mrs. Ser.eth Lampher is housekeeper
for Watson Robertson.

with them Sunday.

Debutante is Pictured

MAY ALLISON

Photoplays

son

Merriam of

ters

Drama, Starring Beautiful

Love, Humor, Vital Drrma.

in-

has been in the hospital in France three
nonths with abcesses.

A 5-Act Metro Screen .Romance ol Love and

Best

very

le

Winning of Beatrice”

The

Mr. Ed. Gross has rented the Cora Par-

SWANVILLE.

Word has been received from Private

in the

“The

same.

vv

Sale I

for

A pair of black fan;
about 2800.
Will work
sold at once as I am goiriu
R. W. PA j
3w37
Eas

Mrs. Hannah Morrill remains about tha

have returned to their home.

was

--I

SWANVILLE CENTER.

son.

frank Dickey of the 103rd Infantry that

THURSDAY
The Business

Sold bv W. A. Hall, Belfast ■
■■■

McKinley, Verna
Beatrice Bickford, Erla Edwards,
Estelle Hadley, Ada Grant, Fred McKinley, Harold Batchelder and Cecil Thomp-

Jones,
Boyd,

raised at the
The Flag has

The Local Moving P lClUlC

Colonial

BANCOR. MAix".

Caroline Marr and Mrs. Flora Littlefield
Sept. 1st.
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nickerson and fam-

.eresting address.

•

THE

WOOD Cl DISHOP
Co

following students will attend
Brooks High this fall: 'Merle Wright,
Vera and Ima Roberts, Hattie and Ethe

Mrs. Emma Page, passed away at the
of her daughter, Mrs. Henry Col;on in Belfast, Sept. 3rd.

a

Clarence

ser.t.

Established 1839

The

lome

Drange Saturday evening.
Rev. Mr. Clark gave
It stars.

Mrs.

j

two weeks’ vacation in town with

The trip

I. Curtis last week.

was

a

relatives,

Misses Leta and Addie Crocker of Lewston visited Nora Littlefield and Mrs. N.

Service Flag

and

Attleboro, Mass.,
ing

F. L. Palmer is quite ill at this writing.
Dr. Tapley of Belfast was called Sunday,
sept. 8th.

The

man.

are
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